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Birmingham—much more than the hot dog capital

—pg. 188

While in Birmingham for the 1983 Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting in July, you may want to visit some of the attractions the Magic City has to offer. Birmingham lawyer Gary P. Smith suggests some of these hot spots.

Time share ownership of condominiums

—pg. 183

Resort condominiums are proliferating at an ever-increasing rate. Time share ownership of condominiums presents novel legal ramifications.

On the cover

The Vulcan, Birmingham’s most familiar landmark, overlooks the city at dusk. This photograph was taken by Montgomery attorney Tom McGregor with the firm Webb, Crumpton & McGregor.
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ISSUE IN BRIEF

It's July—it's convention time!
—pg. 187

We hope to see you July 21-23 at the annual meeting in Birmingham. Inside you'll find a brief program outline—great speakers and seminars, exciting social events. Pre-register today!

Membership increases with spring admittees
—pg. 200

In May, ninety-three new members were admitted to the bar after successfully completing the February bar exam. Names, pictures, and statistics of interest inside.

Are you a section member?
—pg. 190

State bar sections report on year's activities. You may want to get involved by joining the section in your area of practice.
Among the privileges of my office is that of addressing the lawyers just prior to their investiture. The thrust of my remarks has been generally to congratulate them, remind them of the honorable nature of our profession, the need for devotion to hard work and, last, but not least, the rewards they can expect from active participation in bar activities.

To me the greatest reward has been the opportunity to make enduring friendships with lawyers who are devoted to our profession and who give unhesitatingly and untiringly of their time and talents for the good of our profession and the resulting benefit to each of us.

To name those who come to mind would be a serious mistake for I would surely fail to mention some. They are older lawyers ("the giants of our profession") and they are younger lawyers ("the shining lights"). And except for active participation in bar activities they would only be names and not dear friends.

Permit me to allude once again to the quality of our organization. There are, of course, larger integrated or unified bars; but, have no doubt that the Alabama State Bar stands tall among the organized bars of this nation. This is the direct result of the quality of our leadership in years past and the contributions of many fine lawyers. You can be proud to be a member.

We have structured our convention this year so that on Thursday every lawyer in attendance at the "Recent Developments" seminar will receive 6.6 hours of CLE credit. We have accomplished this without a separate charge in addition to the convention registration fee. Moreover, attendance at the section meetings on Friday can mean an additional credit of from one to two hours depending on which meeting you attend.

Hairston to the presidency, alone, portends a year of success founded on hard work and constant attention to the task at hand. The opportunity to work with Bill and to assist him in his efforts is one which will reap the rewards of which I have spoken.

I would be remiss in this my last "message" if I failed to again publicly express my deep gratitude to the lawyers of Alabama for according me the privilege of holding this high office. I am especially grateful to the members of the Board of Bar Commissioners and to Reggie

---

I would be remiss in this my last "message" if I failed to again publicly express my deep gratitude to the lawyers of Alabama for according me the privilege of holding this high office.

---

In addition to the CLE opportunity, entertaining and informative sessions are planned and I am confident that everyone in attendance will enjoy their stay.

The coming year is going to be an exciting one. The elevation of Bill Hamner and all of the staff members in Montgomery who have rendered such fine service. And most certainly my partners, Charles C. Partin, Fred K. Granade and Samuel N. Crosby.

Norborne C. Stone, Jr.
Executive Director's Report

July is the month of bar exams and the annual bar meeting. In addition, it is the month when a new administrative year begins. Needless to say, it is a month of great activity at bar headquarters.

Convention

The convention in Birmingham will begin on Thursday morning, July 21st. Registration will open on Wednesday afternoon. This schedule change is to accommodate a whole day of Continuing Legal Education. The Recent Developments Seminar will be outstanding and, where this event has normally required an extra registration fee, this year the cost is included in the general convention registration fee. One should pre-register in order to ensure adequate printed materials will be available.

Two fees will again be used for the convention. There will be a lesser fee for pre-registration. The registration fee at the convention will be $10 higher than that charged pre-registrants. Pre-registration not only saves you money, it enables us to execute convention plans more efficiently, particularly as to space and food requirements.

One must be registered at the convention to participate in the business meeting on Saturday morning. Registration will be open until 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, 4:00 p.m. on Friday, and 10:30 a.m. on Saturday.

Some changes this year: Convention-wide Bloody Mary Party on Thursday at 11:00 a.m.; Spouses Brunch instead of luncheon on Friday; the Annual Dinner will be served buffet style.

Perry Pearce and Jim North of the Birmingham Bar are organizing this year’s convention Fun Run—the “Vulcan Too! Run.” Register early for T-shirts and race packets. The two mile run will start at 6:30 a.m., July 23, from the Birmingham Hyatt Hotel. Trophies will be awarded to winners at the Family Breakfast.

Your convention is important. It is a large financial undertaking. Let me urge you to pre-register to assist in keeping individual cost to a minimum.

Next year's meeting will be in Mobile—July 12-14 at the new Riverview Plaza. The new facility is truly a "world class" hotel. NOTE: The convention next year will be the second Thursday through Saturday instead of the traditional third Thursday through Saturday in the month of July.

Next year, the association will control all rooms and reservations will be made at the time of pre-registration. This new procedure has been instituted to eliminate recent problems occasioned by the reservation of large blocks of rooms in one name. This keeps other members desiring to come to the convention from obtaining confirmed reservations. Usually these blocked rooms are released at the last minute after persons, earlier turned away for lack of rooms, have made plans other than to attend the convention. Room reservations must be made individually. No blocks will be reserved.

Bar Examination

The bar exam this summer will begin Monday, July 30th, immediately following the bar convention. At this writing, there are 435 applications awaiting approval. This represents a decrease in applications for the second year in a row.

The Board of Bar Examiners held their first-ever retreat in late May in Eufaula. Dean Joe Covington of the National Conference of Bar Examiners Testing Service spent two days working with the board in reviewing its past work and discussing future changes in the examination to improve the procedures. In the ten years that Alabama has utilized the multi-state/essay combination exam, the results in Alabama have been consistently at the top among all jurisdictions in statistical correlations.

Alabama also has one of the youngest boards of examiners, age-wise, in the nation. All except one current member were required to take the exam for admission to the bar.

1983-84 Bar Year

The incoming administration of Bill Hairston has already generated tremendous interest within the bar. Over a
Dear Editor:

My worst fears as to what might be proposed in the Governor's budget for the Secretary of State's Office were, unfortunately, too optimistic.

The Governor and the Alabama House of Representatives (by way of House Bill 236, sponsored by Rep. Tom Coburn, of Tuscumbia) have now cut the Secretary of State's $812,434 budget request to $574,932. This is unfair to you and your clients who depend on the services of this office and will have a counter-productive effect on the State's general fund as well as a devastating effect on the state's business community, if not rectified by the State Senate.

According to the State Comptroller, the Secretary of State's Office deposits more than $26,000 annually into the State general fund. These deposits are the fees paid by you and your clients, corporations, lending institutions and citizens for the services rendered by our Corporations, Uniform Commercial Code, Trademarks and other divisions.

The Governor's cut will cripple the Secretary of State's office. Layoffs will be necessary, creating inevitable backlogs in our ability to file and retrieve documents; the State general fund will experience a loss of revenue far beyond that saved by the budget reductions; and the business community will be unnecessarily damaged.

Attorneys, individually and collectively through the Bar Association, must let the Governor and legislative leaders know that this short-sighted and unfair treatment would do substantial harm to the business community and must be reversed immediately. At a time when state government is facing serious financial difficulties, priorities must be set. Essential state services which have a direct effect on the state's business image and economic climate must be funded.

I am asking that you take action now to help protect the services provided by the Secretary of State's Office. Please communicate directly with the Governor, Lt. Gov. Bill Baxley, Speaker of the House Tom Drake, Rep. Tom Coburn (Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee), and State Sen. Hinton Mitchem (Chairman of the Finance and Taxation Committee), who can be reached by writing to: The Capitol, Montgomery, 36130. I would appreciate receiving a copy of any written communications.

Your immediate attention to this critical matter will, hopefully, have an impact.

Don Siegelman
Secretary of State

---

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

The purpose of the Letters to the Editor column is to provide a forum for the expression of the readers' views. Readers of *The Alabama Lawyer* are invited to submit short letters, not exceeding 250 words, expressing their opinions or giving information as to any matter appearing in the publication or otherwise. The editor reserves the right to select the excerpts therefrom to publish. Unless otherwise expressed by the author, all letters specifically addressed as Letters to the Editor will be candidates for publication in *The Alabama Lawyer*. The publication of a letter does not, however, constitute an endorsement of the views expressed. Letters to the Editor should be sent to:

The Alabama Lawyer
Letters to the Editor
P.O. Box 416
Montgomery, AL 36101
Time Share Ownership of Condominiums

Richard E. Davis

Richard E. Davis, a student at the University of Alabama School of Law, is the winner of the 1983 Alabama Lawyer Writing Contest. Davis is a graduate of the University of South Alabama in Mobile, with a B.A. in Political Science. He has worked with the Mobile firms McDermott, Slepian, Windom & Reed; Johnstone, Adams, May, Howard & Hill; and Coale, Helming, Lyons & Sims during the summer months since beginning law school.

Time share ownership of condominiums is an idea whose newness and novelty has worn away and whose popularity requires lawyers to familiarize themselves with time share's principles, features, and problems. The idea involves the division of a condominium's life into equal and fixed time periods which are "sold" to purchasers each of whom acquire, at the least, the right to exclusive use and occupancy of the condominium during his time period. Time sharing may be implemented through any one of a surprisingly high number of "ownership" forms; thus, depending upon the form offered to the purchaser, he may acquire any one of several different real property estates or he may acquire only one of several right-to-use forms. The differences between the estate forms group and the right-to-use group together with the differences within each group necessitate the caveat that few propositions or questions concerning time sharing should be presented without identifying the particular form to which the proposition or question applies.

The time share concept, borrowed from the Europeans in the early 1970's, is a creative but simple response to the demands of the American vacation industry.1 The "good life" of resort condominium ownership appealed to many, but the economic realities precluded most from even seriously considering such a purchase. The developers recognized that with rising construction and financing costs, few Americans could afford a second home especially one they would occupy for only a week or so. Thus the developers began to market the condominiums as investments emphasizing the potential rental income, the deductibility of expenses, and the depreciation allowance. But this marketing technique risked invoking security laws and failed to satisfy those consumers who wanted only an annual vacation without the worries and responsibilities of year-round ownership.

The time share seemed to be a perfect solution. A consumer could pay for only that time he wanted, and he would be free from the worries of renting, maintaining, insuring, and paying taxes for the time he did not use the condominium. He would also have a hedge against inflation's effect on hotel costs while enjoying the hotel-like services that many resort condominiums offer. Additionally, the developer benefited from the enhanced marketability of the condominium, and he realized greater profits from selling the condominium incrementally. Finally, because the purchaser is more interested in personal use than in investment, the developer undertook less risk that security registration would be required. The foregoing explains why the number of time share owners in this country jumped from 40,000 in 1976 to 300,000 in 1979.2 Further, the time share industry has developed attractive optional items such as exchange programs through which a time share owner of a December week in Key West can swap with a time share owner of a week in Aspen.

Time sharing ownership of condominiums seems destined only for growing popularity, and this destiny challenges legislatures and the legal profession to understand the idea and to eliminate and avoid creating any problems to the benefit of lenders, developers, and consumers. This article was written in humble hope that it would help legislators and lawyers prepare to meet this challenge.

Forms of Ownership

As mentioned above, each of the many forms of time share ownership can be classified as either a proprietary interest
in real estate or a non-proprietary interest with only an exclusive right to use, such as a license or a lease. Which of the two major classifications a developer will offer and a purchaser will choose depends upon their respective needs, abilities, and goals. A developer who wants a quick return as well as a quick release from a project will market an estate form. On the other hand, a developer who desires to retain ownership and control so as to ensure income from providing collateral services and to take advantage of the depreciation allowance and the probable capital appreciation will offer only the right to use.

A purchaser may consider ownership to be a liability or an asset. Certainly, real estate ownership permits an owner to deduct his interest payments and property taxes. The owner acquires a hedge against inflation while building equity. Also, his estate interest is more likely to qualify as security for financing which benefits him upon initial purchase and upon resale thus enhancing alienability. He may even receive capital gains treatment if he resells. Finally, the purchaser may be one who does not consider the great American dream to be fulfilled until he owns his very own second home in a resort area.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, over half of the time shares sold in this country have been of the right-to-use type. The lower costs of the rights to use and the responsibilities of ownership together with the less chance of regulation of the right-to-use programs as well as the peculiar nature of the estate forms explain the higher percentage of the lesser interest schemes.

**Estates in Land**

Generally, but not always, a time sharer owns an estate in land through one of the three following forms: (1) time span estate, which is a tenancy in common subject to a real covenant limiting possession; (2) interval ownership which entails recurring estates for years together with a tenancy in common in the “remainder”; and (3) recurring fee simple estates. 

**Tenancy in Common or Time Span Estate.** The tenancy in common form, sometimes called the time span estate, is the easiest to understand. As the name connotes, a time sharer owns a 1/52 undivided interest (assuming the developer chose to market in increments of one week) in the private elements of the condominium together with a proportionate undivided interest in the common elements. The time sharer is bound to the condominium declaration which limits his right to exclusive possession to one week annually.

With several hundred years of common law’s development and application of tenancy in common principles (especially those concerning duties, liabilities, and rights of the cotenants) courts and counsel should have little difficulty ascertaining the appropriate law and recognizing potential problem areas. However, several items should be mentioned. First, traditional property law defines a tenancy in common as including the “unity of possession.” But the time sharer has covenanted away the possessory right; thus, absent statutory provision, a court may refuse to consider the estate a tenancy in common and proceed to apply and perhaps create a different body of principles.

Second, judicial partition always threatens a tenancy in common estate. Therefore, most developers include in the declaration a bar to partition. Generally, the original time shares of a condominium contract away the partition right; however, the time share program’s success depends upon the enforceability of the covenants (especially those eliminating unity of possession and the right of partition) against grantees of the covenants. Some states ensure enforceability of condominium covenants by statutorily recognizing that recordation of the covenant acts as an equitable servitude which runs with the land. However, if the condominium statute does not explicitly authorize time sharing (and only the statutes of six states do), such statutory recognition may be of no help. Of course, even without a statute, recordation should work an equitable servitude at common law. Though most condominium enabling acts authorize bars to partition of the common elements, without statutory authority, a bar to partition of a time share program’s private elements will be subject to a reasonable time period limitation.

Finally, even without the threat of judicial partition at the insistence of a tenant, a tenant may fear a federal tax lien foreclosure on the whole condominium upon the default of a cotenant. Fortunately for the time share industry, the Internal Revenue Service has alleviated this fear by recognizing the time sharer’s time span interest as separate and distinct and, therefore, capable of being sold without selling the entire condominium.

**Interval Ownership.** Also available to a time share purchaser is the interval ownership form. This form gives the purchaser an estate for years consisting of only a week which estate recurs annually for a fixed number of years. Also, the purchaser receives a remainder interest which he holds as a tenant in common with the owners of the other estates for years. The “remainder” interest following an estate for years, a non-freehold estate, differs from the remainder interest following a freehold estate; thus, the interval ownership can be better understood as tenancy in common ownership of a condominium subject to the cotenants’ recurring estates for years.

The threat of partition in interval ownership is not as serious as it is in straight tenancy in common ownership primarily because even judicial sale for partition could not defeat the estates for years to which the tenancy in common remainder is subject. Also, “because each interval estate owner has a defeasible fee . . . during his period of possession, exclusive of all rights and liabilities of persons in whom title may later vest in the cycle,” liability of a co-owner for the injury to a third person caused by another owner’s negligence is unlikely. Finally, there appears no reason why a federal tax lien may not be enforced against interval ownership in the same favorable way it would be enforced with the time span estate.

**Fee Simple.** The most creative form of time sharing is the recurring fee simple, otherwise known as the chronometric fee and authorized by the Uniform Real Estate Time-Sharing Act. This ownership form, not before recognized in property law, entails the creation of recurring fee simple estates by making time a property dimension in the same way that height, breadth, and width are. The novelty of this notion has, no doubt, led many to call it “risky,” and the treatment of the notion in this article is
Rights to Use

The second major group of time share ownership forms confers only an annually recurring right to use a condominium. The right-to-use forms vary more than do the estate in land forms. For example, a time sharer may purchase a right to use a specified condominium for a specified time period, or a right to use an unspecified condominium for an unspecified period. The Uniform Real Estate Time-Share Act classifies such rights as licenses, but developers have called them either vacation licenses or club memberships. Certainly, the nature of the interest will depend not upon the terminology of the developer, but upon the contract creating the interest. For example, in Cal-Am Corp. v. Department of Real Estate, a time share developer marketed a "membership interest," but the California Court of Appeal disagreed with his characterization. Notwithstanding that the "club" retained the right to select annually the condominium the "member" would occupy, the court concluded that the member's rights constituted an interest in real estate in the nature of a lease. The Supreme Court of Nevada in State v. Carriage House Associates, reclassified a "vacation license" similar to the "membership interest" in Cal-Am Corp. as merely a contract right constituting neither a lease, nor a lease, since the particular condominium the "licensee" would occupy was not fixed.

Seemingly, if a court determines that a right-to-use program establishes a lease, that jurisdiction's landlord and tenant law will direct the rights, duties, and liabilities. Likewise, if the court finds that the developer is offering a license, the state's law governing licenses and licensors will control. The court may draw also from other common law notions or rely totally upon the contract to construe the relationships as the Internal Revenue Service recently did. In a Private Ruling, the Service, relying in part on the fact that the vacation license in question did not guarantee exclusive possession of a specific suite, resolved that the purchaser had only a contract right to future, hotel-like services.

If the Internal Revenue Service's position is indicative of the attitude toward such interests, financing the purchase of a right to use may be extremely difficult. This difficulty would cause problems not only for the initial time sharer's purchase, but would also make easy resale unlikely.

State and Federal Regulation

Securities Registration

A prospective time share promoter and a defrauded purchaser should determine if the scheme invokes federal and state securities requirement. Generally, offerors of non-exempt securities must register with the federal and state commissions. Since an "investment contract" is a security, the offeror of such falls within the reach of securities laws. Construing "investment contract," the Supreme Court in S.E.C. v. W.J. Howey Co. established the applicable standard: "whether the scheme involves an investment of money in a common enterprise with profits to come solely from the efforts of others." Subsequent courts have explained that "profits" include not only "a participation in earnings resulting from the use of investors' funds" but also the "capital appreciation resulting from the development of the initial investment." Further, courts have relaxed the Howey rule by explaining that the third person's efforts need not be the sole efforts, but need to be only "the undeniable significant ones."

Thus if a developer offers to rent the time sharer's interest, or pitches the program by promising that the developer's managerial efforts and marketing skills will lead to a high resale, the security laws could apply. If, however, the time sharer is motivated by a desire to personally occupy the condominium, and if the developer avoids certain marketing techniques, or requires that resale be only to offeror and at no profit, a common practice in the right-to-use programs, the scheme will probably not invoke security laws. Unfortunately, the S.E.C. has determined that because of the many different types of time share plans, it will no longer issue no-action opinions.

Real Estate Laws

The marketing of any of the estate in land forms probably requires registration under the Federal Interstate Land Sales Act and the procurement of state real estate licenses. Doubtful is that the right-to-use schemes fall within these real estate laws unless the scheme constitutes a lease arrangement.

Time Share Legislation in Alabama

Alabama does not have special time share legislation; however, two time share bills will probably be offered to the legislature this summer. The Alabama Real Estate Commission is drafting a comprehensive time share proposal, and a state representative plans to introduce a bill authorizing Baldwin County and its political subdivisions to regulate, inter alia, the development of time sharing. Without the benefit of such specialized legislation, Alabama courts and lawyers must look elsewhere for authority and guidance.

Alabama Condominium Ownership Act

Perhaps, the Alabama Condominium Ownership Act, (hereafter, the act) passed in 1973, provides the authority and guidance needed in the time share industry. Section 35-8-3 of the Alabama Code limits the act's applicability to property whose owner or owners have executed and recorded a declaration pursuant to section 35-8-7. Section 35-8-22 states the act's purpose to be that of encouraging development and construction of condominium property under the act's provisions, and the act seeks to effectuate this purpose by ensuring protection of lenders, developers, and purchasers. Thus arises the question whether a developer may lawfully offer a time share plan yet remain under the act's protection. The importance of the answer to this question lies in the possibility that a court may find a time share condominium project totally outside the act's protection and thus be forced to apply common law property concepts that were not developed within the time share or condominium ownership context.
The act does not expressly mention time sharing, and apparently the concept was not considered when the legislature adopted the act. Thus resort must be had to interpretation of the law with the constructor keeping in mind that section 35-8-22 requires liberal construction to effectuate the act's purpose.

Applicability to Estate Forms. The Alabama Condominium Ownership Act provides that a unit includes the right of ownership of the private elements and the right to exclusive use and possession of such private elements together with an undivided interest in the common elements. Further, a unit is deemed to be real property and may be held and owned through any real property estate recognized by Alabama law including a lease. Apparently, therefore, a unit may be owned collectively by the fifty-two owners of time-span estates or of interval estates but not by chronometric fee owners. However, the mere qualification for treatment under the act does not guarantee full protection. For example, since the fifty-two time sharers own collectively only one unit, (unless the court strains to construe "unit" to be that which one time sharer owns) the act's prohibiting imposition of liability upon a unit owner for the tortious acts of another unit owner will not extend to similarly protect a time share owner of one unit against liability for the tortious conduct of another time share owner of the same unit. Further, the act's providing for tax assessment against units and for limiting liens to creation only against units will not help the time share owners of a certain unit except as against time share owners of another unit. Consequently, if a time sharer failed to pay his share of the property tax, consistent with the act, the state could foreclose against the unit. The foregoing observations are far from exhaustive, but they reflect the type of legal analysis required for each time share scheme.

Applicability to Right-to-Use Forms. Whether the right-to-use time share programs may be covered by the Condominium Ownership Act presents a more preliminary question: whether a right-to-use form even involves condominiums. Generally, "condominium" connotes a fee simple ownership (either by an individual solely or by a group collectively) of a unit's private elements together with an undivided interest in the common elements. Seemingly, a developer who retains the fee in a project and leases or conveys only licenses or contracts to provide hotel-like services has not created condominium ownership. Thus such a project would not fall within the act's purview.28 If, however, the developer leased "units," that is, gave to a lessee for a limited time the right to exclusive possession of private elements together with the right to use common elements as if he were a cotenant owner of such common elements, perhaps the project would qualify under the section that authorizes ownership by lease.29 Again, the interpretation of the nature of the time sharer's interest is determinative.

Even if a time share program cannot be brought under the Condominium Ownership Act, the act can be of valuable assistance to counsel for lenders, developers, and consumers. For instance, section 35-8-9 requires formation of an owners association which is charged with maintaining, repairing, and cleaning the complex, assessing and collecting the owners' proportionate share of expenses, promulgating and enforcing complex rules, enforcing restrictive covenants, and procuring casualty and liability insurance. Counsel should ensure that these vital tasks will be properly carried out and that since a time sharer will likely be unwilling and unable to attend association meetings, counsel should insist that the owner have the right to vote by mail. Other of the act's provisions, such as the "Termination of Condominium" section, 35-8-20, can help counsel understand the potential problems that can and should be eliminated in advance.

Time sharing, in any one of its forms, can provide an affordable luxury for many Americans, and it can blossom into a lucrative industry for developers. However, the various forms of time share ownership and the confusing implications of each accompanied by a lack of adequate protection for lenders, developers, and consumers could cause serious problems, skepticism, and crackdown by various federal and state offices. Time share legislation, as flexible, thoughtful, and sophisticated as the Condominium Ownership Act, is needed in Alabama, and as mentioned above, legislation could be passed as early as this summer. In the meantime, counsel for lenders, developers, and consumers must anticipate problems and advise and draft accordingly.

Footnotes

1See generally, Comment Time-Share Condominiums: Property's Fourth Dimension, 32 Mo. L. Rev. 181, 181-83 (1966).
3See id.
4See Condominium, Legal Challenges to Time Sharing Ownership, 45 Mo. L. Rev. 423, 438 (1980).
6See generally, Comment, supra note 1, at 201-10.
7See id. at 204-10 (thoughtfully discusses underlying property theories and their implications).
8See Comment, supra note 4, at 437.
9See Burck, supra note 2, at 684.
10See generally, Comment, supra note 1 at 211-16.
11"Condominium" is technically inappropriate in a discussion of the right-to-use programs. See infra part II D 2. As used herein, the right to use a condominium is the right to use private elements exclusively, and the right to use common elements as if the right holder were a cotenant in the common elements.
17Id. at 501.
25Telephone interview with Mary Goodwin, Exec. Dir. of the Alabama Real Estate Commission (Feb. 25, 1983).
Is Your Calendar Marked For July 21-23?

The Alabama State Bar cordially invites you to attend the State Bar Annual Meeting Thursday, the twenty-first day of July, through Saturday, the twenty-third of July, nineteen hundred and eighty-three Birmingham, Alabama

R.S.V.P.

1983 Annual Meeting Outline

Thursday
8:00 a.m.— Recent Developments Seminar— 6:6 hours CLE credit
5:00 p.m.— Bloody Mary Party
11:00 a.m.— Bench and Bar Luncheon—Morris Harrell, Esq., President of ABA, guest speaker
12:00 noon— Alumni Luncheons

2:00 p.m.— “Policing the Bar; How the Grievance Process Works” and Section Meetings
5:00 p.m.— Women Lawyers’ Reception
4:00 p.m.— Annual Dinner and Dance
7:00 p.m.—

Saturday
6:30 a.m.— The Vulcan Too! Run
7:30 a.m.— Family Breakfast
9:00 a.m.— General Assembly—“Reflective Roundtable” and Section Meetings
10:30 a.m.—
11:00 a.m.— Business Meeting—Election of Officers

Friday
7:30 a.m.— Special Breakfats
9:00 a.m.— General Assembly
9:15 a.m.— “Raid on Entebbe”—Colonel Joshua Shani “Fitness & Productivity”—Glenn McWaters

PLEASE REGISTER EARLY
If you have not received your registration materials contact the state bar, toll free, at 1-800-392-5660 or 269-1515 in Montgomery.

The Alabama Lawyer
Birmingham—Much More Than Hot Dogs!

Gary P. Smith

If you're planning on visiting a city and want to know what attractions it has to offer, the last person you should consult is an inhabitant of that city. After all, New Yorkers don't go to Radio City, Washingtonians don't go up in the Washington Monument, and San Franciscans don't take the ferry over to Alcatraz, that is, until Cousin Mildew and his wife Edentia come to town and demand to be taken there. And we here in Birmingham are pretty much the same way. We spend our eight per day in our brick or concrete and steel enclosed cubicles, interrupted only by a quick trip to a hot dog stand, and then rush to the martinis and crabgrass of suburbia.

Speaking of hot dogs, you might be surprised to learn that Birmingham lays claim to being the hot dog capital of the nation, boasting more hot dog stands—at last count more than sixty—in relation to population than any other city. This should tell you something about Birmingham, although what I'm not exactly sure.

All this is by way of saying that I never realized there were so many things to do in Birmingham until I started to tell you about them, so much of this information—with certain exceptions which I'll leave you to figure out—is necessarily hearsay. But my sources are reliable and one of these days I'm going to get around to some of these places myself. You betcha. So, as the saying goes, it's nice to have you in Birmingham. Enjoy.

WHERE TO START? Depends on what interests you.

SPORTS

If you're a sports fan, be sure and take in the Alabama Sports Hall of Fame. The ASHOF Museum features a collection of memorabilia belonging to legendary Alabama sports personalities. Sound sensored displays and cleverly designed exhibits house such famous articles as Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant's checkered hat and Pat Sullivan's Heisman Trophy.

Baseball. The Birmingham Barons, a Class AA Detroit farm club, host the Columbus Astros at Rickwood Field July 22-25.

The park (including parking area) is clean, well lit, and provides fun for the entire family.

Golf. Try Don Hawkins Golf Course, Oak Mountain State Park Golf Course (have to have reservations for the weekend), or Charlie Boswell Golf Course.

Tennis. Highland Racquet Club, excellent courts.

OUTDOORS

If nature and the great outdoors is your thing, then there are a variety of sites in and around Birmingham. Ruffner Mountains, a rich variety of plant or animal life, is located only minutes from downtown Birmingham.

Oak Mountain State Park with fishing, boating, swimming and camping facilities is located eighteen miles south of the city.

Tannehill Historical State Park, built around the ruins of antebellum Tannehill furnaces, is located off I-39 near Bessemer.

PARKS AND MUSEUMS

The Jimmy Morgan Zoo is one of the largest in the Southeast. It features, among other things, a white rhinoceros (I'm glad there's only one—I never could figure out the plural of that word), Siberian tigers, gorillas and orangutans along with a monkey island and children's petting zoo.

For the more contemplative types, across the road from the zoo are the Botanical Gardens covering 67.5 acres consisting of twelve sections including the Rose Garden and the Japanese Garden.

The Birmingham Museum of Art has over eight thousand works of art including an especially fine collection of Remington Bronzes. The Red Mountain Museum is a natural history museum with exhibits explaining the geological and paleontological history of the area.
THIS 'N THAT

Arlington Historic House and Gardens is a restored mid-nineteenth century home. Sloss Furnace is an eighteen acre iron and steel facility containing the oldest blast furnace in Birmingham. And there's always the familiar Vulcan with his panoramic view of Birmingham. Not so long ago there were a series of complaints from citizens of Homewood to whom Vulcan's backside is perpetually bared. A local singer and songwriter even wrote a song about Vulcan "mooning" Homewood. I view these protests as frivolous. Indeed, the present occupant of the White House can look to the southeast, to the rear of the Treasury Building and view an equestrian statue of General Sherman—a classic example, many Southern Democrats would hold, of one horse's behind beholding two others. But back to the myriad wonders of the Magic City.

ANTIOQUES

To those of you whose interest in antiques goes beyond being married to one, the two-block radius of 29th Avenue South, leading from U.S. 31 to the curve in Homewood, is known as Antique Row and features at least a half dozen antique shops. Likewise, Cobb Lane, a few blocks to the north, just off 20th Street, has a number of shops.

FOOD, POTABLES AND NIGHT LIFE

Tuckered out from all that activity? Want to relax with a cool one and a thick steak or obscenely large lobster? Here are some places you might try. First, let me file a disclaimer of responsibility. The following list of commercial establishments does not constitute a personal endorsement, but, rather, represents a general consensus of opinion backed to some extent by personal observation. However, you know any place can occasionally have an off evening, so, if your steak comes out overdone or your lobster pinches you, don't blame me. It's just a matter of de gustibus.

- Steaks—Steer butt at Michael's
- Seafood—For lobster try GG in the Park; Leos. For something a little different try Harpoon Louies.
- Lamb—La Paree if you like it a little pink. Michael's if you prefer it a little more well done.
- Barbecue—Are you kidding? You can get that at home. All right, if you've got the craves and simply must have some, Carliles, Golden Rule and Old Plantation.

- Prime Ribs—Gold Nugget
- Italian—Rossi's, try the veal picante
- French—Christians, LeRelais
- Chinese—Pick 'em. If you like Chinese they're all good. Try the Cathay Inn and Kao's, both in Homewood, for both Mandarin and Szechuan.
- Japanese—Sumos, twirling knives, the whole bit. Before going check your socks for holes.
- All around good food, atmosphere and genial host—Gikka's Down the Street
- All around down home family atmosphere—Old favorite John's, hands down. Hot cornsticks and cole slaw with French Dressing.
- Expense account/price is no object/trying to impress someone—Hugo's Rotisserie. Great view, strolling violinists, the works. If she doesn't go for this, you'd better try something else besides food, like maybe a more direct approach.
- Something on the unusual side—Highlands Bar and Grill. Tiled floor in the bar reminiscent of Antoine's. Only place in town I know of that serves sweetbreads, if you like sweetbreads.

Now that your appetite is satiated and you're considering some post-prandial peregrinations, where to? Depends on what you've got in mind!

Theatre. In the theatre category there's Summerfest at Boutwell Auditorium featuring "Annie" (the orphan, not the one who got her gun) and the Celebrity Dinner Theatre where you can dine and watch a stage comedy at the same time. And there's "Wit's Other End"—a consistently fine presentation of contemporary humor by some of the most talented young people around.

Music. There are not quite as many guitar pickers in Birmingham as there are in Nashville, but there are still gracious aplenty to the extent you won't be able to hear them all in one stay. They all sound pretty much alike to me so choose whatever strikes your fancy. One of the most popular spots in town right now is Rockefeller's, on the strip, featuring Johnny Click's band, a combination of country and western, rock and pop. And there's always Birmingham's perennial favorite, Bob Cain—and with good reason—an accomplished musician who can play anything from contemporary to golden oldies. Bob's holding forth at the Hilton nowadays.

If you're a jazz enthusiast then head for New Orleans or Mobile, there's very little of it here. On Friday night the Sheraton Mountainbrook has a combo that plays something resembling Dixieland, and Joe's at Five Points South has a live combo on Saturday nights that's well worth hearing especially if, like me, you're up to here with electric guitars and fiddles.

But in the last analysis with Birmingham, as with any other city, it's by and large the people you meet and not the places you see which determines whether you'll enjoy your visit. Like every other burg in the South, from Vicks to St. Peters, we like to think of ourselves as friendly, gracious and hospitable. We hope you find us so and that you'll, as another saying goes, have a ball. And by the way, bring lots of money. We can use it.
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1982-83 Section Reports

Administrative Law Section
Alvin T. Prestwood, chairman

Last fall, the Administrative Law Section laid out an enthusiastic and monumental program of goals which we hoped to achieve during the 1982-83 year. Those plans were published in the October 1982 issue of The Alabama Lawyer; this report may be considered a follow-up to that article.

General Report of Activities

Beginning with the presentation of a program during the first day's general session of the 1982 annual meeting of the Alabama State Bar in Huntsville, we have continued a pace of activities which included three seminars for lawyers (in Mobile, Montgomery and Birmingham) on the implementation of the Alabama Administrative Procedure Act (APA). These seminars were planned and conducted with the able assistance of the Alabama Bar Institute for Continuing Legal Education.

In November, we joined with Auburn University at Montgomery (AUM) in planning and presenting a seminar to train hearing officers who would be presiding over contested cases under the APA. That seminar proved a significant success, and the section and AUM ended up with a $1,200 profit. This money was used to advertise an informational seminar aimed at educating members of the general public on how they might utilize the APA's provisions for their benefit. That general seminar was held on June 25, 1983 in the auditorium of the State Office Building in Montgomery.

Our members have also spent many hours working closely with Alabama Law Institute, the Legislative Reference Service, and all state agencies which are to be affected by the APA in an effort to insure a smooth entry into the initial implementation stages of the legislation.

The section is anticipating another important meeting at the annual meeting in Birmingham. We will meet on Friday afternoon, July 22, and Manning G. Warren III will speak to our group on the subject of recent developments in federal administrative law.

The Eugene W. Carter Medallion

Perhaps the most significant thing the section has done this year is to create the “Eugene W. Carter Medallion,” an award to be bestowed upon selected former public officials who, during a lifetime of public service, have especially been renowned for honestly and fairly “weighing governmental interests against the rights of individuals.” Qualifications required to certify persons as eligible to receive the medallion are extremely selective and, while it may be awarded annually, it is not anticipated that an honoree will be chosen that frequently.

As its name indicates, the idea for the award was inspired by the widely recognized and consistent fair enforcement of the law demonstrated during the life of public service of the beloved Eugene W. Carter, former presiding judge of the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit of Alabama.

Antitrust Section
Robert A. Hufnaker, chairman

The principal activity of the Antitrust Section of the Alabama State Bar during the preceding year was its sponsorship of a seminar at the Cumberland School of Law on October 8, 1982. The seminar, entitled “Business Torts and Commercial Litigation,” covered a wide spectrum of subject areas and was attended by well over a hundred participants. Speakers at the seminar included Samuel H. Franklin, Lewis W. Page, John R. Matthews, Frank B. McRight, Richard H. Gill, Michael L. Edwards, Judge Marvin Cherner, Eddie Leitman, U. S. Magistrate David Bagwell, and Richard Ogle.

There may be a misconception among many of the members of the bar as to the area of interest of the Antitrust Section. While the focus of the section is largely upon areas of law involving antitrust practice and procedure, the section is also concerned with areas of law involving business and commercial litigation, unfair competition, and deceptive trade practices. If bar members have an interest in these areas, we would welcome their membership in the Antitrust Section.

Corporation, Banking & Business Law Section
Robert Potts, chairman

The Section on Corporation, Banking and Business Law of the Alabama State Bar is alive and well. Within the last year, a newsletter has been published by the section, and an excellent annual meeting was held in July 1982 at Huntsville in connection with the State Bar Association Annual Meeting. At the meeting, Miss Carolyn Duncan, staff attorney with the Alabama Securities Commission, gave a splendid presentation on “Securities Problems Facing Banks and Other Financial Institutions.” Also, Professor Howard Walthall of the Cumberland Law School discussed “New Regulation D: Limited Of...
Environment Exemptions,” based on material supplied by Professor Manning Warren.

At the annual meeting in July 1983 to be held in Birmingham Mr. R. Frank Ussery, director of the Alabama Securities Commission, will discuss “Securities Regulation-Alabama Style,” and Professor Howard P. Walthall and some of his students will give an update on recent developments in corporate and commercial law.

If you are interested in joining the Corporation, Banking & Business Law Section, please contact Curtis W. Jones, P. O. Box 10246, Birmingham, Alabama 35202.

Criminal Law Section
David C. Johnson, chairman

The Criminal Law Section of the Alabama State Bar is planning a jury selection seminar for the fall or winter which will feature nationally prominent speakers and cover in depth voir dire and the art of jury selection. The program may be expanded to include civil as well as criminal trials.

During the past year we have monitored pending legislation in the Alabama Legislature and are working in conjunction with Mr. Donald Jones with the United States Attorney’s Office in Birmingham, the American Bar Association representative who is monitoring the activities of the legislature on behalf of the American Bar’s Criminal Justice Committee. We are identifying legislation in the criminal justice field with the idea of legislation which may be of interest to individual bar members.

Our committee has developed an impetus which we hope to carry forward in the coming years. High interest has been shown by the bar membership in the Criminal Law Section. We hope to nurture and intensify our assistance to our fellow lawyers.

Environmental Law Section
Thomas B. Leonard III, chairman

The major activity of the Environmental Law Section was the program entitled “The Role of Epidemiology in Proving Toxic Torts,” which was presented at the 1982 State Bar Annual Meeting in Huntsville. The speakers were Dr. Jeffrey Rosenman, associate professor, School of Public Health, UAB, and Ms. B. Suzi Ruhl, executive director, Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation.

Due to the vast number of toxic substances present in the environment and the dearth of statutory remedies for individual compensation, a new area of the law, Toxic Tort Litigation, is emerging and is now providing a tool to make significant social changes through personal injury cases.

In proving a causal connection between the defendant’s conduct in causing exposure to a toxic substance and the plaintiff’s injury of a health impact resulting from that exposure, the incorporation of the epidemiologist into the legal team can ultimately provide the strongest evidence available.

At the 1983 Annual Meeting to be held in July in Birmingham, the Environmental Law Section will present a program entitled “Hazardous Waste in Alabama.” Interested attorneys are invited to attend the Saturday morning program.

Labor Law Section
Harry L. Hopkins, chairman

At the 1982 Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting in Huntsville the Labor Law Section was addressed by the Honorable U. W. Clevenger, judge, U. S. District Court for the Northern District of Alabama, who spoke on intentional discrimination under Title VII of the civil rights law with particular reference to seniority provisions and collective bargaining. The section meeting was attended by approximately one hundred members of the bar.

On October 1-2, 1983, the Labor Law Section held its annual seminar at Gulf Shores, Alabama. Giving lectures at that seminar were several Alabama tax attorneys, including James P. Alexander, John C. Bird, William F. Gardner, J. Fredrick Ingram, Peyton Lacy, Jr., William E. Mitch, and Terry Price of Birmingham; Walter F. Eigenbrod of Huntsville; and James U. Blackshear of Mobile.

Also, on March 17 and 18, 1983, the Alabama Labor Law joined with the labor law sections of Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana in New Orleans. The Alabama lawyers on the program were J. Fredrick Ingram of the Birmingham firm Thomas, Taliaferro, Forman, Burr & Murray, and John Falkenberg of the firm Stewart, Falkenberg & Whatley who spoke on “Trial Strategy in an Age Discrimination Case.”

Plans are now being made for the Labor Law program at the forthcoming state bar meeting as well as plans for the section seminar to be held at Gulf Shores in October or November.

Practice and Procedure Section
W. Stancil Starnes, chairman

The Practice and Procedure Section is planning an educational program to be held during the meeting of the Alabama Bar in Birmingham on July 22, 1983. The entire membership of the Alabama State Bar is invited to attend. The program is scheduled to begin at 2:00 p.m. on July 22. Three outstanding speakers have agreed to participate in the meeting.

Justice Janie Shores of the Alabama Supreme Court will share her thoughts regarding the future of substantive law in the state of Alabama. Many lawyers perceive that the last ten years have witnessed a great deal of change in the substantive law of this state. Is that perception right or wrong? What does the past portend for the future? Justice Shores’ thoughts on these subjects should be of extraordinary interest to all of us.

Judge William A. Acker, Jr. of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Alabama will address “The Most Common Mistakes Made by Lawyers in the Litigation Process” from the perspective of a recently appointed United States district court judge. All who know him know that Judge Acker was an aggressive trial lawyer before ascending to the bench. His thoughts on the most common mistakes made by trial lawyers will undoubtedly be probative and educational.

Finally, as is traditional, Mr. Champ Lyons of the Mobile Bar Association will address recent developments in the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure. Champ’s comments on this subject are always timely and informative.

All in all, this promises to be one of the highlights of the annual meeting. Come early and get a good seat.
The Practice and Procedure Section of the Alabama Bar is the sole vehicle within this state which addresses the problems of the trial lawyer from a neutral viewpoint. The Practice and Procedure Section is neither a criminal lawyer's organization or a civil lawyer's organization. It is neither plaintiff oriented nor defendant oriented. Rather, it is a group of trial lawyers actively engaged in the litigation process who are committed to the strengthening of that process.

If you are not a member of the Alabama Practice and Procedure Section and you have occasion to go to the courthouse, you should join today.

Real Property, Probate & Trust Law Section
W. Rascoe Johnson III, chairman

Members of the Real Property, Probate and Trust Law Section of the Alabama State Bar have been active participants in a series of CLE seminars on the new Alabama Probate Code during the past year. Section members have also redrafted the bar brochure on wills and expect that document to reach lawyers throughout the state very soon.

Executive Director's Report

Continued from page 684

thousand lawyers responded to the committee preference survey. This is far more persons wanting to serve than there are committee positions available. Bill will announce his appointments before the July convention.

All committees are requested to hold their initial meeting at the inaugural Committee Breakfast to be held on Friday morning, July 22, 1983. There will be a table designated for each committee at the breakfast to be hosted by the state bar. This new innovation will hopefully launch the 1983-1984 committees on an active year. The appointment letters will contain breakfast details.

The response to the questionnaire evidenced a continued strong interest in our profession. It was exciting to see the new names wanting to be about the work of the bar.

SEE YOU IN BIRMINGHAM!

Reginald T. Hamner

Young Lawyers' Section
J. Thomas King, Jr., president

Over the past year the Young Lawyers' Section of the Alabama State Bar has been quite active. The president of the YLS has reported in The Alabama Lawyer, on an issue by issue basis, the activities of the section. Some of the significant events during the 1982-83 year were two bar admission ceremonies where a total of more than four hundred new attorneys were admitted to the bar; the General Practice Seminar held in Birmingham in cooperation with ABICLE; the Second Annual Conference of Professions held in Montgomery in March; the Youth Legislature Judicial Program in cooperation with the Montgomery YMCA; the Young Lawyers' Annual Seminar in Sandestin; and three Executive Committee Meetings where these events were planned.

In July at the State Bar Annual Meeting the YLS will sponsor the Recent Developments Seminar where bar members can earn 6.6 hours of CLE credit. Also, the State YLS and the Birmingham YLS will co-host a party following the Membership Reception on Thursday night of the annual meeting.

Title Wave

When it comes to title insurance, more people come to Mississippi Valley Title than any other company. MVT is the title insurance leader in this area.

And it's no wonder. Completely computerized for faster service, and with experts in every department. Mississippi Valley Title is working hard to give even better service than ever before. We're poised for growth, ready to accommodate the needs of the newly expanding real estate industry.

Join our title wave. Come to Mississippi Valley Title for your title insurance needs. You'll be glad you did.

Mississippi Valley Title Insurance Company
Home Office: Jackson, MS 39205
Wholly owned subsidiary of Title Insurance Company of Minnesota
The Michie Company, law publishers since 1855, now serves lawyers, legislators and judges with state code publications in sixteen states and the District of Columbia. Timely, accurate and reliable, our code publications are compiled, annotated and indexed by an experienced staff of over 50 lawyer-editors assisted by modern computer technology.

The Code of Alabama, published in cooperation with the Alabama Legislative Council, includes the following:

- Constitutions of Alabama and the United States
- General and permanent acts of the State Legislature
- Rules of the Supreme Court of Alabama
- Collateral references to American Law Reports, American Jurisprudence, and Corpus Juris Secundum
- Complete cross-references
- General Index in convenient softbound edition, revised, updated, and replaced annually
- Advance Annotation Service available by annual subscription

for customer service contact:

JAMES R. SHROYER
P.O. Box 717
Pelham, Alabama 35124
(205) 326-9899
About Members Among Firms

About Members

Dewitt Reams, senior partner in the law firm of Reams, Wood & Vollmer, has been chosen Lawyer of the Year by the Mobile Legal Secretaries Association.

Charles D. Martin, Gadsden lawyer and deputy district attorney, has been chosen the 1983 Lawyer of the Year by the Gadsden Legal Secretaries Association.

Frank L. Butler III, of Macon, Georgia, has been appointed as assistant U.S. attorney for the Middle District of Georgia (Civil Division) with offices in the Old Post Office Building, 475 Mulberry Street, Macon, Georgia.

Dothan attorney Huey D. McInish, a partner in the firm of Lee and McInish, was awarded the Defense Research Institute's Exceptional Performance Citation at the Sixteenth National Conference of State and Local Defense Associations which was held in Point Clear in April.

James A. Main of Anniston has been awarded the 1983 President's Award by the American Society of Pharmacy Law. This award is presented annually to the person, chosen nationwide, who has most contributed to the development of pharmacy law. There is no requirement that the recipient of this award be either a pharmacist or an attorney, however, Main happens to be both.

W. Boyd Reeves of Mobile has been awarded a Certificate as a Civil Trial Specialist from the National Board of Trial Advocacy (NBTA), the only national certification program for the legal profession. Reeves, a member of the firm Armbricht, Jackson, DeMouy, Crowe, Holmes & Reeves, joins nine other Alabama trial lawyers who are NBTA certified.

Danny L. Dupree, a member of the Alabama bar, who practices in Columbus, Georgia has, also, been awarded a National Certificate as a Civil Trial Specialist from the NBTA.

Rudolph O. Schwartz, president of the American College of Probate Counsel, has announced that Vivian G. Johnston, Jr., of the Mobile law firm of Hand, Arendall, Bedsole, Greaves & Johnston has been elected as a Fellow of the College.

Walter G. Browning, of Birmingham, has been promoted to general counsel of Rust International Corporation. Browning will be responsible for the worldwide legal affairs of the Rust group of companies.

Birmingham attorney Alex W. Newton has received the first Samuel W. Pipes Distinguished Alumnus Award from the Farrah Society at the University of Alabama School of Law. Newton is a partner in the firm Hare, Wynn, Newell & Newton. Also, Newton has been elected to a six-year term on the Jefferson County Judicial Commission.

Among Firms

The Birmingham law firm of McDaniel, Hall, Parsons, Conerly, Scott & Lusk, P.C., is pleased to announce that Mark W. Lee and Jasper P. Juliano have become members of the firm.

Hand, Arendall, Bedsole, Greaves & Johnston, 30th Floor First National Bank Building, Mobile, Alabama, takes pleasure in announcing that Preston Bolt, Jr., and Sheryl Tatar Dacso have become associated with the firm.

Roe & Associates announce the relocation of their offices to Suite 130, 1931 Montgomery Highway, Birmingham, Alabama 35209.

The Birmingham law firm of Sirote, Permutt, Friend, Friedman, Held & Apolinsky, P.A., is pleased to announce that Steven A. Brickman, John V. Lee, Richard I. Lehr, and Susan B. Mitchell have become members of the firm; Judith F. Todd, C. Paul Davis, Charles R. Driggs, Kaye K. Houser and Andrea L. Witcher have become associates of the firm. The firm also announces that Robert F. Fraley in Orlando, Florida has become of counsel to the firm.

William L. Mathis, Jr., announces the relocation of his office to Suite 104, 2117 Magnolia Avenue, Birmingham, Alabama 35205. Phone 252-7422.
Harold D. Rice and Jack M. Glover are pleased to announce the opening of their offices, Rice and Glover, No. 4 18th Avenue N.W., Birmingham, Alabama 35215.

The law firm of Papamatos, Samford, Roberts & Blanchard, P.C., takes pleasure in announcing that Laura A. Calloway has become associated with the firm. Offices are located in Suite 111, One Court Square, Montgomery, Alabama 36104.

Joel Lee Williams announces the removal of his office to 101 Church Street, Carroll Building, Troy, Alabama 36082. Phone 566-3464.


The law firm of Brown, Hudgens, Richardson, Whitfield and Gillian, P.C., is pleased to announce that Franklin G. Shuler, Jr., has become a partner in the firm and that George L. Williamson, an associate of the firm, has become a patent attorney licensed to practice before the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Offices are at 601 Bel Air Boulevard, Mobile, Alabama 36606.

The law firm of Melton & Espy, P.C., is pleased to announce that James E. Williams, former assistant district attorney for the Fifteenth Judicial Circuit, is now associated with the firm. Offices are at 339 Washington Avenue, P.O. Box 1267, Montgomery, Alabama 36102.

Simon & Wood, Attorneys at Law, take pleasure in announcing that Joseph Randall Crane has become a partner in the firm and that the firm name has been changed to Simon, Wood & Crane. Offices are at Suite 1010, Van Antwerp Building, Mobile, Alabama 36602.

The law firm of Nourin & McNair takes pleasure in announcing the relocation of their offices to the Landmark Hall, 1005 Government Street, Mobile, Alabama.

J. Donald Reynolds announces the relocation of his law office to 300 South Hull Street, Montgomery, Alabama.

---

Introduce Your Clients to a Valuable Service.

Refer them to Business Valuation Services for expert determination of fair market value of businesses, and financial analysis and consultation in cases of:

- Estate planning
- Estate settlement
- Marital dissolutions
- Recapitalizations
- Employee stock ownership plans
- Bankruptcy proceedings
- Mergers or acquisitions
- Buy-sell agreements
- Dissident stockholder suits

Contact Dr. John H. Davis III, 60 Commerce St., Suite 1407, P.O. Box 2310, Montgomery, AL 36103 (205) 262-6751.

---

Construction Dispute? Call an Expert!

When confronted with a construction claims case, put WHI's expertise to work for you in preparing a winning strategy.

WHI has successfully provided expert claims analysis and preparation services on settlements worth more than $4.5 billion on both national and international construction projects. Call WHI today for an expert consultation.

wagner-hohns-inglis-inc.

812 Park Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37246
(615) 262-4171

Offices Locations
Mount Holly, NJ • Washington D.C. • Tampa, FL
San Francisco, CA • Kansas City, MO • La Crescenta, CA

Please send us your brochure on WHI claims services.

---
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MCLE NEWS

Compliance: 1982

Ninety-eight percent of Alabama's 6,900 attorneys met or exceeded the twelve hour requirement during the first year of mandatory continuing legal education. Compliance by the Alabama Bar compares favorably with compliance rates of ninety-two to ninety-nine percent in other mandatory CLE states.

This accomplishment was facilitated by a number of approved Alabama organizations that conducted more than 150 seminars during 1982. Each of Alabama's 6,000 resident attorneys had the opportunity to attend at least one seminar without driving more than fifty miles from home. Credits could be earned at rates of $8 to $11 per hour or $96 to $132 for the year. These fees are comparable with those in other Southern states.

Appreciation for providing these opportunities is expressed to the following Alabama organizations: Alabama Association of Corporate Counsel, Alabama

LIST OF SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor Code</th>
<th>Sponsor Name</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABICLE</td>
<td>Alabama Bar Institute for Continuing Legal Education</td>
<td>(205) 348-6230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACDLA</td>
<td>Alabama Criminal Defense Lawyers Association</td>
<td>(205) 345-0966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAA</td>
<td>Alabama District Attorneys Association</td>
<td>(205) 832-6946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJC</td>
<td>Alabama Judicial College</td>
<td>(205) 348-7566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASBYLS</td>
<td>Alabama State Bar Young Lawyers Section</td>
<td>(205) 269-1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCPA</td>
<td>Alabama Society of Certified Public Accountants</td>
<td>(205) 834-7650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBA</td>
<td>Birmingham Bar Association</td>
<td>(205) 251-8006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICLE</td>
<td>Cumberland Institute for Continuing Legal Education</td>
<td>(205) 870-2865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRI</td>
<td>Defense Research Institute</td>
<td>(414) 272-5995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPGC</td>
<td>Lawyers Post Graduate Clinic</td>
<td>(312) 346-0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCDA</td>
<td>National College of District Attorneys</td>
<td>(713) 749-1571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDAA</td>
<td>National District Attorneys Association</td>
<td>(703) 549-9222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFTI</td>
<td>Southern Federal Tax Institute, Inc.</td>
<td>(404) 524-5252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLF</td>
<td>Southwestern Legal Foundation</td>
<td>(214) 690-2376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULS</td>
<td>Tulane University Law School</td>
<td>(504) 865-5939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS

The following list of approved CLE activities was compiled on May 16, 1983. For more current information, contact the sponsoring organizations.

Dates                           Names and Places
July 15, 1983                   Birmingham—International Law. CICLE. Credits: 3.0 (estimate).
July 19, 1983                   Birmingham—Circuit and District Judges Annual Meeting. AJC.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location/Event</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 22, 1983</td>
<td>Huntsville—Basic Concepts in Estate Planning. ASCPA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 25-29, 1983</td>
<td>Chicago—Trial Techniques Institute. SLF.</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>$160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas—Estate Planning. SLF.</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>$275.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 29-30, 1983</td>
<td>Anniston—Collections (in conjunction with Alabama Shakespeare Festival). ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 8-9, 1983</td>
<td>Dothan—Advanced Estate and Gift Taxation. ASCPA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 11-18, 1983</td>
<td>Nashville—Summer Conference. NDAA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 11, 1983</td>
<td>Birmingham—Will Drafting After ERTA and TEFRA. ABICLE.</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 12, 1983</td>
<td>Montgomery—Will Drafting After ERTA and TEFRA. ABICLE.</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 15-16, 1983</td>
<td>Gulf Shores—Summer Conference. ADAA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18-19, 1983</td>
<td>Mobile—Basic Oil and Gas Taxation. ASCPA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18-20, 1983</td>
<td>Tuscaloosa—Trial Advocacy. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 19, 1983</td>
<td>Birmingham—New Proposed Supreme/Appellate Court. BBA.</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 26, 1983</td>
<td>Birmingham—How to Win After You’ve Lost (Appellate Practice). BBA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 26-27, 1983</td>
<td>Mobile—Developments and Techniques in State Court Practice. ACDLA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 12, 1983</td>
<td>Auburn—Problems of the Clasidy Held Corporation. ASCPA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 15-16, 1983</td>
<td>Las Vegas—Products Liability. DRI.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 16, 1983</td>
<td>Mobile—Estate Planning Workshop. ASCPA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 22, 1983</td>
<td>Huntsville—Criminal Procedure. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 23, 1983</td>
<td>Birmingham—Age, Race and Sex Discrimination. BBA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 25-29, 1983</td>
<td>New Orleans—Prosecution of Violent Crime. NCDLA.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 25-30, 1983</td>
<td>Atlanta—Southern Federal Tax Institute. STFI.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 29, 1983</td>
<td>Mobile—Criminal Procedure. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 30, 1983</td>
<td>Montgomery—Criminal Procedure. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 5-7, 1983</td>
<td>New Orleans—Tulane Tax Institute. TULS.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 6-7, 1983</td>
<td>New Orleans—Medicine for Lawyers. DRI.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 7, 1983</td>
<td>Dothan—Criminal Procedure. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 20, 1983</td>
<td>Mobile—Real Estate. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 21, 1983</td>
<td>Montgomery—Real Estate. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 27, 1983</td>
<td>Huntsville—Real Estate. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 28, 1983</td>
<td>Birmingham—Real Estate. ABICLE.</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Compliance Reports: 1983

Forms for reporting 1983 CLE compliance will be mailed in September to all members of the Alabama Bar except those who have already claimed the age exemption. Carryover credits from 1982 will be posted on the forms prior to mailing them. Attorneys should be prepared to report the dates, names, locations and sponsors of activities attended in 1983 as well as credits earned. An attorney who reported at least twelve carryover credits in 1981-82 does not need to earn any credits in 1983 and may return the 1983 reporting form without listing any courses. However, if credits have been earned in 1983 to be used in 1984, these must be recorded on the 1983 form. Exemptions may also be claimed on these forms.

The reports should be submitted by December 31, 1983. Last year, 2,000 reports were filed after the reporting deadline. Many of these could have been filed on time if the Bar’s records had reflected current addresses. If your address has changed in the last year, please notify Bar headquarters at P. O. Box 671, Montgomery, Alabama 36101 to ensure that you receive your reporting form.

New Approved Sponsors

At its meeting on May 3, 1983, the MCLE Commission approved applications by the Alabama Lawyers Association and the Tuscaloosa County Bar Association for the status of approved sponsor. Continuing legal education activities conducted by these organizations are presumptively approved for 1983, provided the criteria for course approval are met.
ABA to meet in London in 1985

For the fourth time in sixty years, the American Bar Association will meet jointly with British barristers, solicitors and judges in London in 1985.

"Planning is now well along for the London sessions of the 1985 Annual Meeting," according to David R. Brink, immediate past president of the ABA and chairman of its Special Committee on the London Sessions. The ABA held meetings in London in 1924, 1937, and 1971.

The 1985 Annual Meeting will be held in Washington, D.C., from July 4-10 and the London sessions will follow from July 14-20.

American Express Europe Limited has been appointed by the ABA as the official travel agent and convention organizer for the London sessions. It has been requested to develop a full range of air and land packages, including a possible return trip from London on the Queen Elizabeth II and tour packages during and after the London sessions.

It is expected that complete tour packages will be ready by March 30, 1984, according to David J. A. Hayes, Jr., ABA assistant executive director, and that registration will open soon after that date. Registration will be on a first-come—first-served basis, he said, after space has been reserved for the governance groups of the ABA, which is standard procedure in connection with annual meetings.

Law school offers graduate tax program

The University of Alabama School of Law will offer its Graduate Tax Program in Birmingham beginning in August 1983. The program, which is ABA accredited, leads to the degree LL.M. (Taxation).

The program operates in a two-year cycle, offering two courses per semester for six semesters. Because the program is designed for practicing lawyers, classes will be held Wednesday evenings and Saturday mornings.

The Graduate Tax Program has operated for two complete cycles in Birmingham, during which fifty graduates have received their degrees. The program is now being conducted in Mobile. The Mobile cycle will be completed in the summer of 1983, when another eighteen students are expected to receive their degrees.

Courses in the program qualify for the CLE credit on an hour-for-hour basis, i.e., a two-credit-hour course (thirty hours of class time) would receive thirty hours CLE credit.

Charles W. Gamble, acting dean and professor of law at the law school, advises that the program is rigorous and demanding. Instruction is primarily by the problem method.

Postal service may aid to effect service of legal process

The Postal Service wishes to clarify the circumstances under which the street address of a post office boxholder will be furnished when needed to effect service of legal process. It has been the intent of the Postal Service to release such information to persons empowered by law to serve legal process, but only when a legal action has, in fact, been commenced, often by an appropriate filing with the clerk of court. The Postal Service's underlying purpose has been to protect the privacy of Postal Service customers who elect to use post office boxes, while not permitting such use to become a means of avoiding or evading the obligation to respond to legal process.

As presently written, however, the pertinent Postal Service regulation does not literally state that disclosure of a street address will be made only after an action has been commenced, and may conceivably be interpreted to mean that disclosure will be made in order to commence an action. The proposed amendment is designed to remedy this situation, and also provides that street address information may be disclosed, when the prerequisite conditions are met, to attorneys (whether or not authorized to serve process) who represent the parties on whose behalf service is to
take place, as well as to persons who are actually authorized to serve process.


Election of bar examiner

At the Alabama State Bar Board of Commissioners Meeting held in May, Sarah L. Thompson of Gadsden was elected to a four-year term on the Board of Bar Examiners. Thompson fills the vacancy which existed as a result of the expiration of an examiner’s term of service on the board. She will examine in the area of Equity Jurisprudence.

Bar president to speak out on judiciary criticisms

For some time there has been a concern in the bar about the unfair and unwarranted criticism of the judiciary by the news media.

The topic, which Alabama State Bar President Norborne Stone covered in his message to the bar members in the May issue of The Alabama Lawyer, was also discussed at the Board of Bar Commissioners Meeting on May 5.

Because of their position as judges, as set out in the Canons of Judicial Ethics, members of the judiciary and the court are not permitted a forum to respond to these criticisms. President Stone therefore advised the commission that the responsibility for speaking on behalf of the bar, pursuant to a board resolution, was vested in the president.

President Stone reviewed with the commission his correspondence with Chief Justice Torbert wherein the bar and Board of Commissioners were asked to participate in responding to the unwarranted criticisms. President Stone indicated his intent to continue to speak out against unfair criticisms and to utilize the Executive Committee and other members of the board for advice and consent.

Bealle retires

J. Rufus Bealle, secretary and general counsel of the University of Alabama Board of Trustees, retired on June 30 after over thirty years of service to the university.

Board President Pro Tempore Samuel Earle G. Hobbs of Selma announced Bealle’s plans to retire to the board at its February 3rd meeting in Birmingham.

Bealle, who completed thirty years with the university on April 1, stated, “This is a good time for me to officially step down, with the full understanding that I owe so much to the university and will always be available if needed for any special assignment.”

Since Bealle offered to perform special tasks for the university, Hobbs added, “I’m afraid he’ll never retire.”

The general counsel is responsible for the legal services on the university system’s three campuses, coordinating the work of ten attorneys within the system.

Bowen named presiding judge

Judge William Bowen (left) was named presiding judge of the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals on April 13, 1983, in a unanimous decision by the court’s four other judges. Judge John Tyson III (right), the court’s senior judge, served as acting presiding judge when Judge John Paul DeCarlo retired from the court in March to become Jefferson County district attorney. A former assistant attorney general, Bowen has been on the appeals court for five years. He will preside during terms of court and perform court-related administrative duties.

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
HOSPITAL MALPRACTICE
PERSONAL INJURY, PRODUCT LIABILITY, WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION, AND OSHA
550 Board Certified Medical Experts in all specialties, nationwide and Alabama.
Medical Doctors, Surgeons, Specialists, Osteopaths, Dentists, Chiropractors, Podiatrists, Nurses, Hospital Administrators, Toxicologists, and Engineers in all specialties. All prepare signed written reports and testify.
Cost of written reports:
Choose any one or more. All services explained in our fee schedule.
- Comprehensive Screening Report: $290
- Sent to 25 pages of materials. Report prepared and signed by our Medical Director.
- Comprehensive Confidential Work Product Report: $450
- Expert Report: $600
- By the Board Certified expert who will testify.
- Contingency Fees: no cost or $150 with approval of retainer agreement.
Experts guaranteed for meritorious cases.
Experience: 8 years and 6000 cases.
FREE telephone consultation with our Medical Director.
Local Attorney References.
DAY IN THE LIFE MOVIE: $1900 plus travel expenses.
FREE literature, sample expert reports, and Medical-Legal book by our Medical Director, H. Barry Jacobs, M.D. with foreword by Melvin Belli.
The Medical Quality Foundation
The American Board of Medical-Legal Consultants
1340 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 437-3333
TOLL FREE 800-336-0332

The Alabama Lawyer
Attorneys Admitted to Bar
Spring 1983

Joel Forrest Alexander III ................. Homewood, Alabama
J. Gregory Allen .................................... Montgomery, Alabama
Nancye Scott Noel Alley ......................... Birmingham, Alabama
Charles Newton Anos ................................ Enterprise, Alabama
Lyndel K. Armstrong ................................ Lexington, Illinois
Anne Hendrix Avera ................................ Brewton, Alabama
Myra Jane Baker ....................................... Montgomery, Alabama
Susan L. Barber ...................................... Montgomery, Alabama
Jefferson Stuart Bargainer ..................... Montgomery, Alabama
Robert Benton Barnett, Jr. ...................... Mobile, Alabama
Phillip Kent Bailey .................................. Sylacauga, Alabama
Fred F. Bell, Sr. ...................................... Montgomery, Alabama
Ralph Preston Bolt, Jr. ............................ Mobile, Alabama
Sarah Clark Bowers ................................ Sylacauga, Alabama
Bobby Neal Bright ................................. Montgomery, Alabama
William Stanley Brobston ..................... Bessemer, Alabama
John Garland Butler, Jr. ....................... Huntsville, Alabama
Michael E. Bybee .................................. Birmingham, Alabama
Robert P. Byeon, Jr. ................................ Adamsville, Alabama
Jerry L. Carpenter ................................. Montgomery, Alabama
James Patrick Cheshire ......................... Selma, Alabama
Linda L. Cole ....................................... Birmingham, Alabama
Garth Anthony Corbett ........................... Monroeville, Alabama
Barbara Schneider Corner ...................... Huntsville, Alabama
Sheryl Tatar Dasso ................................ Mobile, Alabama
Sally McNell Elbaugh ......................... Birmingham, Alabama
Edward Owen Falkowski .................... Fayetteville, Tennessee
Joseph Craig Finc .................................. Russellville, Alabama
Rick Duran Francis ............................... Birmingham, Alabama
Alan Neil Frandsen ............................... Columbus, Georgia
David Alan Garfinkel ............................. Birmingham, Alabama
Margaret Lindsey Givhan ....................... Montgomery, Alabama
Michael Dewitt Golewski ....................... Montgomery, Alabama
James Paul Graham, Jr. ....................... Montgomery, Alabama
John Roger Grisett ............................... Birmingham, Alabama
David Patrick Harris ...................... Montgomery, Alabama
Kimberly Sherman Hartley ..................... Birmingham, Alabama
Sarah Stoner Hunt ................................ Birmingham, Alabama
Randy Herschel Hurst ............................. Cullman, Alabama
Samuel Ware Jackson, Jr. ..................... Montgomery, Alabama
Debbie Lindsey Jared ....................... Elba, Alabama
Fred E. Johnson .................................. Birmingham, Alabama
Cynthia Louise Jones ....................... Birmingham, Alabama
B. William Lawson ............................... Birmingham, Alabama
Anthony R. Livingston ...................... Daleville, Alabama
Brian David Lockerbie ........................... Lanett, Alabama
David S. Luker ................................ Birmingham, Alabama
Bruce MacPherson ............................... Montgomery, Alabama
Hulon J. Martin ................................ Ozark, Alabama
Walter Scott McGarrah III .................... Birmingham, Alabama
Cynthia Myers McGough ..................... Birmingham, Alabama
William Bankhead, McGuire, Jr. .......... Tuscaloosa, Alabama
February 1983
Bar Exam Statistics of Interest

Number Sitting for Exam ........................................... 173*
Number Certified to Supreme Court ....................... 93
Certification Rate .................................................. 54%

Certification Rate From:
ABA Alabama Accredited Law Schools ............ 68%
Alabama Non-accredited Law Schools ............. 43%

*Seventy-four of those sitting for the exam were repeat candidates.
Mr. Byrne and Mr. Milling are co-authors of this section of The Alabama Lawyer concerning significant decisions in the courts. Mr. Byrne will cover the criminal area and Mr. Milling the civil.

Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court of Alabama—Civil

Civil procedure . . .

denial of summary judgment not res judicata

Food Service Distributors, Inc. v. Barber, 17 ABR 1569 (April 1, 1983). In a case of first impression, the Supreme Court stated that there can be no res judicata effect on the denial of a summary judgment since, for res judicata to apply, there must have been a final judgment on the merits of the case. Denial of a motion for summary judgment is not a final judgment.

Shareholders derivative action . . .

standing to bring action

Green v. Bradley Construction, Inc., 17 ABR 1942 (May 6, 1983). The Supreme Court held that in a suit filed under Rule 23.1, A.R.C.P. (Derivative Action by Shareholders), the plaintiff must be a shareholder when the alleged wrong occurred and at the time suit was commenced. The court cited Wefel v. Kramarsky, 61 F.R.D. 674 (1974), wherein the court noted:

"Rule 23.1, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, does not expressly require that a derivative plaintiff be a stockholder at the time of said suit. Such a requirement is implied by the rule, however, since it deals with actions brought by one or more stockholders. The cases under the law clearly establish that one who does not own shares in a corporation at the time a suit is filed is not qualified to bring a derivative action on their behalf."

Executors and administrators . . .

Section 6-6-540 interpreted

Bessley, Admn. of the Estate of Dr. Ralph S. Bessley v. Ebert, 17 ABR 1501 (April 1, 1983). In an administrator's action to quiet title pursuant to Section 6-6-540, Ala. Code 1975, the Supreme Court held that the only circumstance under which an administrator may proceed with an action to quiet title to realty is where the administrator is permitted to intercept the title to realty otherwise passing to heirs, as when necessary to pay debts. Section 6-6-540, supra, provides that an action may be maintained by "any person ... in peaceful possession ... claiming to own same ... as personal representatives...." The Supreme Court reviewed the authorities which have interpreted statutes from which this section evolved and declined to interpret this statutory language broadly to permit an administrator of an estate to bring an action to quiet title.

Federal Arbitration Act . . .

not applicable in state court

Ex parte: Alabama Oxygen Company, Inc. (In Re: Alabama Oxygen Company, Inc., et al. v. York International, York Division, Borg-Warner Corporation), 17 ABR 2032 (May 13, 1983). Granting a petition for writ of mandamus to require the trial court to vacate its stay of petitioner's civil action against York pending arbitration, the Supreme Court held that the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) does not preempt state law regarding arbitration; therefore, Alabama law, rather than the FAA, controls in the state courts.

In this case, the parties had a contract which provided for the arbitration of disputes and provided that the law of New York would control. The Supreme Court reasoned that enforcement of the FAA in state court would violate longstanding Alabama public policy against the enforcement of agreements to arbitrate future disputes. The Supreme Court also stated that "our court would, if forced to apply the FAA, be compelled to violate . . . [Section 13] . . . of the Alabama Constitution and an act of our legislature." The court also stated that contractual agreements that a contract will be governed by the laws of a foreign state are enforceable only if there is no conflict between that law and the Alabama law or public policy. Conse-
Insurance . . .
bad faith in re: uninsured motorists benefits

Quick v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., 17 ABR 1752 (April 15, 1983). In this case, the Supreme Court held that the tort of "bad faith" should not be extended to an uninsured motorist claim. Claimant was a passenger in a vehicle owned and operated by a State Farm insured. The State Farm policy contained provisions for uninsured motorists coverage. The Supreme Court noted an inherent difference in uninsured motorist coverage and first party insurance. The policy required State Farm to pay sums which the insured shall be legally entitled to recover as damages. The court stated that there can be no breach of an uninsured motorist contract, and therefore no bad faith, until the insured proves that he is legally entitled to recover.

Intestate succession—
homestead law . . .
Ransom v. Ransom not retroactive

Stillworth v. Hicks, 17 ABR 2021 (May 13, 1983). Hicks, a widower, filed suit to have the court declare that he was entitled, under the homestead laws of Alabama, as construed by the Supreme Court in Ransom v. Ransom, 401 So.2nd 746 (Ala. 1981), to fee simple ownership in property owned by his wife prior to her death. Under the laws of intestate succession in effect on the date of the wife's death, and prior to Ransom, supra, the widower had no rights under the homestead laws.

In Ransom, supra, the Supreme Court held that the homestead law was underinclusiove and extended its applicability to widowers. The Supreme Court in this case, however, refused to give that holding retroactive effect stating that there was no constitutional mandate to do so and that overwhelming public policy considerations compelled the opposite result.

Medical liability act . . .

savings clause judicially interpreted

Tucker v. Nichols, 17 ABR 1948 (May 6, 1983). In this medical malpractice action, plaintiff discovered the cause of action approximately one month before the two-year statute of limitations ran. However, suit was not filed until two years and four months after the allegedly negligent act occurred, but less than six months after the discovery of the cause of action. In addition to the two-year statute of limitations, Section 6-5-482(a), Ala. Code 1975, provides for a six months savings clause which states that if the cause of action is not discovered within such period, "then the action may be commenced within six months from the date of such discovery . . . ."

The trial court judicially construed this savings clause so as to allow the six month filing period to apply to the discovery of causes of action prior to the running of the two year statute of limitations. The court agreed with the trial court's interpretation, noting that the act, if literally interpreted, is unconstitutional under the rationale of Lankford v. Sullivan, Long and Hagerty, 416 So.2nd 996, (Ala. 1982). By allowing the instant suit, all party claimants are given the same six month period after discovery within which to file their action, thus removing the fatal defect found by Lankford, supra.

Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court of Alabama—Criminal

Sentencing hearing . . .
presence of counsel

Anderson v. State, 17 ABR 1731 (April 8, 1983). The Supreme Court granted certiorari to determine whether the defendant was represented by counsel at sentencing and whether the court permitted allocation prior to sentencing.

The record disclosed that following Anderson's conviction on May 5, 1981, but before sentencing, the defendant's appointed counsel of record was allowed to withdraw from the case. The petitioner was allowed to remain free on bond until the date set for sentencing, May 8, 1981. On the appointed day, the defendant did not appear and a capias was issued. Subsequently, a sentencing hearing was held on April 19, 1982. At that hearing, the defendant was present and received a sentence of twelve years in the state penitentiary. The record failed to disclose either allocation or the presence of defense counsel, or the waiver of either.

Justice Beaty, writing for a unanimous court, held that the presence of counsel at sentencing is an absolute necessity. Furthermore, the Supreme Court noted that the record failed to disclose that the defendant had the opportunity to speak in his own behalf prior to the time the sentence of law was imposed. The court concluded that in a felony conviction, the sentencing court must ask the convicted person if he has anything to say as to why the sentence of law should not be imposed upon him. See McGuff v. State, 49 Ala. App. 88, 268 So.2d 868 (1972).

These errors rendered the sentence erroneous although the conviction was unaffected. The court remanded the case to the trial court for the purpose of resentencing the defendant.

Reckless homicide . . .

extreme indifference to human life


A unanimous Supreme Court held that a charge of murder under Section 13-16-2(a) (2) (reckless homicide manifesting extreme indifference to human life) involves circumstances where a per-
son has no deliberate intent to kill or injure any particular individual. The element of “extreme indifference to human life,” by definition, does not address itself to the life of the victim, but to human life generally.

In McCormack, the State presented no evidence that this defendant engaged in conduct “manifesting extreme indifference to human life generally.” The only evidence was that the defendant had attempted to strike Charles Newsome with a yard rake which caused Newsome, who was riding a bicycle to swerve into the path of an oncoming car. Thus, it was error for the trial court to submit Count I to the jury.

Capital murder . . . an alibi defense may preclude jury consideration of lesser included offenses

Cook v. State, 17 ABR 1312 (March 11, 1983). Cook was convicted of robbery during the course of which the victim was intentionally killed, a capital offense under Section 13-1-2(a) (2), Ala. Code 1975. He received a sentence of life imprisonment without parole.

Cook’s only defense was alibi, and the only witness who testified for the defense was Cook himself. He claimed that he had been with his girlfriend at the time of the crime, but did not know where she was at the time of trial. There was no defense evidence offered which would have supported a lesser included offense.

The Supreme Court granted certiorari to consider whether the principles enunciated by the Supreme Court of the United States in Beck v. Alabama, 447 U.S. 625 (1980), were applicable to the facts of Cook’s case. While the Cook case was pending before the state Supreme Court, the United States Supreme Court in Hopper v. Evans, 457 U.S. 102 S. Ct. 2049 (1982), clarified its earlier opinion in Beck, Beck and its progeny stand for the proposition that a jury must be permitted to consider a verdict of guilty of a non-capital offense “in every case” in which the evidence would have supported such a verdict.

The Supreme Court, speaking through Justice Adams, established the test which triggers the preclusion clause, as follows:

1) Was there any evidence presented at trial upon which a conviction of a lesser included offense could have been based?

2) If not, has the defendant suggested any plausible claim which might conceivably have made, that there been no preclusion clause, that is not contradicted by his own testimony at trial? If the answer to both of these questions is no, then a conviction at trial is due to be affirmed.

In the present case, when Cook took the stand and testified that he was in a distant location when the crime took place and could not thereby have committed it, he directly contradicted any evidence which could later be produced to show that he was guilty of a lesser included offense. Therefore, Cook’s alibi defense precluded jury consideration of a lesser included offense.

Recent Decisions of the Alabama Court of Civil Appeals

Civil procedure . . . rule 62(dc) (5) jurisdictional

Harrieman, d/b/a Four-way Dairy Bar v. Mayfield, 3715 Civil Appeals No. 3715 (May 4, 1983). In a case of first impression, the court of appeals held that the insurer cannot reduce uninsured motorists coverage by workmen’s compensation benefits paid to an omnibus insured even though the statutory minimum is left intact. The court reasoned that since the limiting clause would be void where the named insured is concerned (Preferred Risk Mutual Ins. Co. v. Holmes, 251 So.2d 213), it is difficult to understand why the same clause should be applicable against an omnibus insured absent clear language indicating it applies only to the omnibus insured.

Wrongful death . . . constructive trust denied

Pogue v. Pogue, 3532 Civil Appeals No. 3532 (April 6, 1983). In a case of first impression, the court of appeals held that the damages recovered for wrongful death (Section 6-5-410, Ala. Code 1975) must be distributed according to the Statute of Distribution. The mother of the deceased sought a constructive trust on the portion of the father’s share on the grounds that the father never supported the deceased son. The court declined to alter the distribution mandated by Section 43-3-1, Ala. Code 1975 (father and mother share equally), noting that the great weight of authority holds that the courts, absent a statute, may not circumvent the statutory distribution scheme on the grounds that the recipient is “unworthy.”
Zoning...group homes are not families

Civilian Care, Inc. and Huntsville Group Homes, Inc. v. Board of Adjustment of the City of Huntsville, ___ So.2nd ___., Civil Appeals No. 3450 (May 4, 1983). In this case, the trial court ruled that two group homes for mentally disabled adults were not permissible in an area zoned for "families," defined as "any number of individuals living together as a single housekeeping unit and doing their own cooking on the premises." The court of appeals affirmed, recognizing that there is a split of authority among the states as to the proper classification of "group homes" under zoning ordinances. The court also noted that although the zoning ordinance definition of "families" was very broad, it did not include situations where the operators of the home received compensation for their services to the residents.

Recent Decisions of the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals

DUI...failure to state an offense

Smith v. State, 2 Div. 348 (March 29, 1983). The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals reversed Smith's DUI conviction because the information was void. The information charged that the defendant (Smith) did "commit the offense of Driving Under the Influence in violation of Section 32-5A-191 of the Code of Alabama." The court of criminal appeals held that the information was fatally defective because it failed to specify whether the defendant was driving while under the influence of alcohol, Section 32-5A-191(a) (2); under the influence of a controlled substance, Section 32-5A-191(a) (3); or under the combined influence of alcohol and a controlled substance, Section 32-5A-191(a) (4).

Prosecutorial misconduct...closing argument

Jetton v. State, 8 Div. 501 (March 29, 1983). Jetton was indicted by the Lawrence County Grand Jury for murder. At his arraignment, the defendant entered a plea of not guilty and not guilty by reason of insanity. Pursuant to a pre-trial motion for mental examination, the defendant was later certified as being competent to stand trial and was returned to Lawrence County.

The defendant had a long history of acute and chronic alcoholism. While hospitalized in an alcohol abuse center in Florence, the defendant had the "d.t.'s" and had hallucinated as well as heard voices. Dr. Harry Simpson, a Florence doctor specializing in internal medicine, treated alcoholics at the abuse center. He testified that during "d.t.'s" alcoholics would suffer an "alcoholic psychosis" and would lose touch with reality. The evidence was without dispute that at the time of the commission of the offense, the defendant was in a drunken stupor.

On appeal, the defendant asserted that the trial court committed reversible error in overruling his motion for mistrial based on certain remarks made by the prosecutor in closing argument. Specifically, the defendant contended that the prosecutor's remarks, which included the statement that it was probable the defendant would be released in three months if found not guilty by reason of insanity, constituted inadmissible error.

Judge Harris, writing for the appeals court, held that "considering the issues, the parties and the circumstances, the cumulative effects of the prosecutor's closing argument were so highly prejudicial that their utterance constituted reversible error." The prosecutor exceeded the bounds of legitimate argument when he commented "and there is no guarantee that he won't be out in three months...the probabilities are that he will be out in three months." These remarks cannot be considered as mere comments on the evidence, and the objections raised thereto should have been promptly sustained and proper instruction to the jury given.

Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States—Criminal

Plain view..."an open window"

Texas v. Brown, 81-419, ___ U.S. ___ (Apr. 19, 1983). In a plurality opinion, the U.S. Supreme Court softened the requirements of the "Plain View Doctrine." The opinion modified a 1971 holding that it must be "immediately apparent" to law enforcement officials that objects within their view are incriminating evidence for a warrantless seizure to be constitutional. Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443 (1971).

The Court's new position on "plain view" is that warrantless seizures must meet a standard of "reasonableness."

The facts of Texas v. Brown, supra, involved a Fort Worth, Texas police officer's discovery of an uninflated, knotted party balloon in an automobile which had been stopped on a routine driver's license check. The uninflated balloon contained a white powdery substance and was seized when the driver of the car was arrested for driving without a license. Laboratory tests determined that the powdery substance was heroin.

The Texas state trial court refused to suppress the balloon and the drug as illegally seized evidence. The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals reversed, holding that the arresting officer "had to know" that the incriminating evidence was before him for the seizure to be valid. The Texas appeals court cited the requirement of Coolidge, supra, that the nature of the evidence, i.e., its criminality, be "immediately apparent to the officer."

Justice Rehnquist concluded that the phrase in Coolidge "immediately apparent," was very likely an unhappy choice of words, since it can be taken to imply that a high degree of certainty as to the incriminating character is necessary for an application of the plain view doctrine. Justice Rehnquist's opinion continues the "common sense approach" to Fourth Amendment problems by suggesting that the central requirement of the Fourth Amendment as it pertains to government seizures of evidence is "reasonableness."
Five other justices joined in two opinions concurring with the plurality that the Texas appellate court should be reversed but holding that such reversal should be based on the Coolidge standard. The minority view held that the appearance of a balloon, a commonly used piece of drug paraphernalia, met the "immediately apparent" test of Coolidge.

Significantly, Justice Powell, in an opinion joined by Justice Blackmun, argued that the plurality opinion went beyond the test established in Coolidge and apparently accords less significance to the warrant clause of the Fourth Amendment than is justified by the language and purpose of the amendment.

Refusal to take a blood test . . .
not a testimonial act within the
fifth amendment

_South Dakota v. Neville_, 459 U.S. ___,
74 L. Ed.2d 748, 103 S. Ct. 916, 51
U.S.L.W. 4148 (February 22, 1983). In
this case the Supreme Court held that
there was no violation of the Fifth
Amendment in a South Dakota statute
that makes a refusal to take a blood alcoho
test admissible as evidence in a trial
for driving while intoxicated.

Neville was arrested by two South
Dakota police officers for failure to stop
at a stop sign. At the time of the arrest,
Neville appeared to be intoxicated and
refused to take a blood alcohol test.
Later, at Neville's DWI trial, the trial
court granted his motion to suppress all
evidence of his refusal to take the blood
alcohol test although a state statute spe-
cifically provided that refusal to submit
to a test "may be admissible into evi-
dence at the trial."

The South Dakota Supreme Court af-

firmed on the ground that the statute
violated the federal and state privileges
against self-incrimination. The Supreme
Court reversed and remanded in an
opinion authored by Justice O'Connor.

Justice O'Connor, employing the ra-

tional of _Schmerber v. California_, 384
U.S. 757 (1966), found that South
Dakota had stopped short of the
California statute in _Schmerber_. The
South Dakota statute permits a suspect
to refuse to take the test at the risk of
losing his driver's license.

Justice O'Connor held, in pertinent
part:

"Such a penalty . . . is unquestion-
ably legitimate, assuming appropriate
procedural protections . . ."

Since the state could compel the suspect
to take the test, the Court said the offer
of the test is legitimate, and it becomes
no less legitimate when the state affords
the option of taking the test or refusing it
with the attendant penalties. The opinion
concludes that there is nothing funda-
mentally unfair "in using the suspect's
refusal to take the test as evidence be-
cause his right to refuse is simply a mat-
er of grace . . ."
Archaic Laws No Longer The Case

The Alabama Legislature created the Alabama Law Institute to be its code revision agency in 1967. Two years later the Institute was funded and began its operation. Recently a college student called the Institute to inquire about Alabama's "archaic" laws. The student had been reading a 1970 magazine article about the Alabama Legislature's failure to stay current on its laws. She was told that such simply was no longer the case. In the last five years the legislature has enacted the following major revisions which were drafted by the Alabama Law Institute:

- **Criminal Code**—first time in 160 years
- **Business Corporation Act**—first review since 1958
- **Probate Code**—first time in 160 years
- **Banking Code**—first revision since 1915
- **Rules of the Road**—first revision since 1926
- **Administrative Procedure Act**—50th state to adopt code
- **Revised the UCC**—first revision in 18 years

Furthermore, the entire court system was reorganized in 1975 and a new Code of Alabama was adopted in 1977. New rules of civil procedure were adopted in 1973. The Supreme Court is presently considering the adoption of the first comprehensive Rules of Criminal Procedure. Also, the legislature recently passed the first Alabama reapportionment plan that has been accepted by the courts.

The legislature this year has a revision of the Limited Partnership Laws and a revision of the Professional Corporation Act that the Institute drafted. The Alabama Legislature, although one of the lowest paid, functioning without individual or committee staffs and without adequate offices or meeting space, has made tremendous efforts in updating the laws. This progress is due, in part, to the law institute's handling of the major revisions and the Legislative Reference Service's drafting of the everyday legislation.

Revised Alabama Professional Corporation Act

The Alabama Law Institute has presented two major revisions of law to the legislature for the 1983 Regular Session. The Revised Limited Partnership Act was reviewed in the May issue of *The Alabama Lawyer*. This article reviews the Revised Alabama Professional Corporation Act.

The following is an excerpt from my forward and the preface and commentary of the Alabama Law Institute's Revised Alabama Professional Corporation draft ("the act") written by Professor James D. Bryce who served as reporter for the committee. The following persons served on the Professional Corporation Committee:

- Harold I. Apolinsky, Chairman
- Joseph S. Bluestein
- Harwell E. Coale, Jr.
- Steve Crawford
- C. Fred Daniels
- Davis D. Dunkle
- Jay Guin
- Norman Harris, Jr.
- Robert Johnson
- Thomas G. Mancuso
- Robert H. Petrey, Jr.
- Stephen J. Pettit
- Don F. Siegal

Professionals have been incorporating in Alabama under two statutes—the Professional Association Act of 1961 (Ala. Code §§ 10-10-1 through -16) and the Professional Corporation Act of 1971 (Ala. Code §§10-4-220 through -239). Although the statutes are similar, there is confusion due to some of the dissimilarities. Furthermore, both acts rely on the Business Corporation Act to govern the operation of P.C.'s and P.A.'s where their statutes are silent. In 1980 the legislature enacted the Alabama Law Institute's Revised Business Corporation Act to be effective January 1, 1981. This revision of the professional corporation and professional association laws brings these laws into conformity with the Business Corporation Act while at the same time combining them into one statute.

Professional corporations have become widely used by professionals to gain the advantages of corporate status with-
out breaching the special rules governing a professional’s duty to his client or patient. Although the federal income tax benefits of incorporation have been largely eliminated, it is expected that the professional corporation will continue to be an important form of conducting a professional practice.

The underlying principle of this act is that the general provisions of corporate law (the Alabama Business Corporation Act or, in the case of not-for-profit corporations, the Alabama Nonprofit Corporation Act) will apply except where different or additional rules are necessary to protect the public or carry out the requirements of the professions.

This act is drafted to authorize and regulate not-for-profit corporations rendering professional services because the committee believes that it is important to provide professionals that additional alternative form of carrying on their professional activities. The fact that some provisions of the Business Corporation Act (or Nonprofit Corporations Act) are specifically referred to in this act is not intended to give them greater weight in construction of this act than other sections of the Business Corporation Act (or Nonprofit Corporations Act) not specifically referred to.

The act is based on the Professional Corporation Supplement to the Model Business Corporation Act as drafted by the ABA Committee on Corporate Laws in 1977. (The Professional Corporation Supplement is referred to herein as the “Model Act.”) Although the Model Act serves as the basis of the act, the Committee made substantial changes, both in structure and in substance, in the Model Act.

As a drafting technique, it was determined to separate, insofar as possible, the provisions concerning ethical restrictions imposed on professions from corporate law provisions. As a substantive matter, it was determined that, insofar as possible, violations of professional (ethical) rules by professional corporations or their shareholders should not have corporate law consequences. Any such violations would be subject to action by the appropriate licensing authority.

Although the effect of Professional Corporation and Professional Association statutes are generally the same, there are some differences. In addition, neither statute addresses the questions presented by foreign professional corporations or by not-for-profit professional corporations.

Since many small as well as large professional practices are conducted in more than one state by individuals licensed to practice in more than one state or by partnerships whose members are licensed to practice in various states, section 18(a) of the act provides for reciprocity in the determination of whether a foreign corporation will be issued a certificate of authority in Alabama. Also, the foreign corporation must comply with the provisions of the act relating to corporate purposes, and combinations of professional services or combinations of professional and business purposes. The foreign professional corporation must designate an Alabama-licensed individual through whom it will render professional services, thus assuring that the licensing authority will be able to impose professional sanctions on someone if the foreign professional corporation violates Alabama ethical standards. The foreign professional corporation’s name must satisfy the same rules as a domestic professional corporation’s name (see Section 8) except that if the corporate name in the foreign jurisdiction is not “professional corporation,” the corporation may add that term or the abbreviation of “P.C.” to its name for Alabama purposes.

All the shareholders, at least one director, and the president must be licensed to practice the profession engaged in by the foreign professional corporation. The committee believes that compliance with this requirement of Alabama law is necessary to ensure Alabama residents the same protection in dealing with a foreign professional corporation as in dealing with an Alabama professional corporation. The committee does not believe, however, that there is any reason to require a foreign professional corporation to comply with other provisions of this act, e.g., the provisions concerning the mandatory buy-out of shares since those matters are primarily of concern to the jurisdiction in which it is organized.

A certificate of authority must be obtained as a condition to maintaining an office in Alabama for the rendering of professional services. A foreign professional corporation must qualify in Alabama as a professional corporation even if it does not intend to conduct a professional practice in Alabama but only to carry on a business.

The act will further allow the practicing lawyer to represent his professional clients with more certainty by allowing him to more closely align the professional corporation with the more extensively used and complete Business Corporation Act. This bill has been introduced in the House of Representatives by Representative Rick Manley as House Bill 151 and in the Senate by Senator Ryan deGraffenreed as Senate Bill 119.

Additional Legislation

The Board of Bar Commissioners approved the introduction of two bills for the 1983 regular session of the Alabama Legislature. First is House Bill 81, which will, if passed, remove the exemption from license fees for first and second year lawyers. The bill is sponsored by Representative Jim Campbell of Anniston.

The costs of running the bar have naturally increased since license fees were raised in 1978. Rather than raise the cost for all other lawyers, removal of the two year exemption was chosen as the preferred course of action. This change may produce as much as $100,000 in additional revenue. The bill has been reported from the House Judiciary Committee and is on the House calendar.

The other bill in the bar package is Senate Bill 204, which is sponsored by Huntsville Senator Bill Smith. This bill will, if passed, reduce the statute of limitations in actions against attorneys to two years. The statute is presently six years, far longer than statutes of limitations for other professionals.

The impetus for this bill comes from the Madison County Bar Association. Among the reasons for the change are the costs of maintaining claims-made insurance policies after leaving the practice of law and, more importantly, the extraordinary cost of maintaining client files for such a length of time. This bill is currently stalled in the Senate Judiciary Committee, which has devoted almost all of its attention to the Governor’s Crime Package.

Among other bills of interest to the state’s lawyers is Senate Bill 58, by Senator Ryan deGraffenreed of Tuscaloosa, which
proposes a new Alabama Constitution. The bill is sixty-three pages long and contains some 216 sections. It has been reported from Committee and has the support of the Senate leadership.

Alabama’s trial lawyers have been busy this year. Already reported from the Senate Judiciary Committee are bills to increase the statute of limitations in negligence and wrongful death actions (S. B. 136) and to remove contributory negligence as a bar to recovery, replacing it with comparative negligence (S. B. 139). The House Judiciary Committee considered companion bills and favorably reported the comparative negligence measure but killed the bill to increase the statute of limitations.

Also of interest is Senate Bill 278, by Senator Mac Parsons of Hueytown which relates to the continued operation of Birmingham, Miles and Jones schools of law. The bill instructs the Supreme Court to change its rules of admission to the bar and allow graduates of these institutions to sit for the bar examination.

Last, but certainly not least, are the myriad of bills in the Governor’s Crime Package. These bills number at least sixty and range from reducing the risk of legal intoxication in DUI cases to the method of execution for convicted capital murderers. The package has been the focus of attention in both the House and Senate Judiciary Committees and several of the bills have reached the House floor for debate.

Robert L. McCurley, Jr., director of the Alabama Law Institute, received both his undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Alabama. In this regular column, Mr. McCurley will keep us updated on legislation of interest and importance to Alabama attorneys.

Randolph P. Reaves, a graduate of the University of Alabama and University of Alabama School of Law, practices with the Montgomery firm of Wood, Minor & Parnell, P.A. He presently serves as legislative counsel for the Alabama State Bar.

You’re Invited

ALL SEASONS TRAVEL IS ON THE MOVE, TO IMPROVE SERVICE TO THE BIRMINGHAM CORPORATE COMMUNITY.

We’ve just moved into a new office at the airport. This facility is a full-service branch, linked to our main office by both phone and computer, with all the same capabilities as our main office. It is the only travel office located within the airport terminal (mezzanine level, concourse Q), which makes All Seasons Travel the only agency in the city with on-premise service. By actually being on site, All Seasons Travel, already Birmingham’s number-one choice for corporate travel, is now better able to meet the demands which today’s command ing, time-consuming business climate often dictates, such as up-to-the-moment information and immediate, responsive action—especially when a special situation arises or last-minute scheduling is required.

FULL SERVICE—MORE THAN JUST LIP SERVICE. In addition to catering to corporate travelers, All Seasons also engages group and incentive travel or vacation travel. Plus, we provide some very special services which go way above and beyond what you’d expect from most travel agencies—such as toll-free numbers (in Alabama call 1-800-592-4944, outside the state call 1-800-633-6603), daily delivery service, computerized traveler profiles to eliminate repetitive questions, weekly accounting statements (recapping invoices, travelers’ names, itineraries, etc.) designed especially for each customer’s accounting needs, and we can bill to your client or case file, if you prefer.

ENTREE—COME IN, BE COMFORTABLE, AND BE CARED FOR. As a special courtesy, All Seasons Travel extends to all our clients the hospitality of our Entree Lounge. Located within our new airport office, this area provides a place for travelers to wait between planes, meet travel companions or business associates, or just kick back and relax before beginning or ending a tiring trip. The Entree Lounge is open daily during regular office hours, 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, or by special request. Please visit our Entree Lounge during the Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting in Birmingham, and the Annual ABA Meeting in Atlanta.
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Local Bar Meeting Schedules

Geneva County Bar Association: Regular luncheon meetings of the Geneva County Bar Association are held on the first Monday of each month at the Chicken Box Restaurant in Geneva. Members of the state bar are invited to attend the meeting which begins at noon.

Huntsville-Madison County Bar Association: The Huntsville-Madison County Bar Association meets the first Wednesday of the month at 12:30 p.m. at the Huntsville Hilton.

Lee County Bar Association: The monthly luncheon meeting of the Lee County Bar Association is held on the third Friday of each month at the Auburn-Opelika area Elk's Club.

Mobile Bar Association: Monthly meetings of the Mobile Bar Association are held the third Friday in each month at the Mobilian, located at 1500 Government Boulevard. All attorneys, local and visiting, are invited to attend the meeting and luncheon. No reservation is required.

Mobile Bar Association Women Attorneys: The regular monthly luncheon meeting is held the last Wednesday of each month at the International Trade Club. No reservation necessary.

Montgomery County Bar Association: The monthly meetings of the Montgomery Bar Association generally are held the third Wednesday in each month at 12:00 noon at the Whitley Hotel.

Local bar associations with regular monthly meetings can have their meeting listed by sending a notice to The Alabama Lawyer, P. O. Box 4156, Montgomery, AL 36101.

Autauga County

In observance of Law and Court Week, the Autauga County Bar Association presented a sixteen page coloring book to the Prattville Primary School. Harold Howell of the firm Howell, Sarto & Howell (pictured) requested that each lawyer or law firm copy 1,000 copies of one page in the coloring book, therefore the book was produced at a minimum cost. This project was well received by the school officials and the children.
Another worthwhile project which involved our association's lawyers was held recently. In March, the Medical Society of Prattville and the lawyers competed in a benefit basketball game to raise money for the Cancer Society. Even with the tremendous support of the Legal Secretaries as cheerleaders, the Health Hounds were able to overpower the Legal Beagles. Everyone enjoyed the event and money was raised for a worthy cause.

—submitted by George P. Waldbill, Jr.

Mobile County

The Mobile Bar Association celebrated Law Day by sponsoring various activities over a week-long period. Colorful displays depicting the "Sharing in Justice" theme were evident throughout the city and television appearances by Broox Holmes and Edgar Walsh as well as radio announcements and newspaper coverage helped to make the public more aware of the meaning of Law Day.

The Women Attorneys sponsored a Symposium on Law-Related Careers for Women with guest speakers including a paralegal, court reporter, law librarian, policewoman, legal secretary, court clerk, Mobile County Youth Center counselor and an Army lawyer. The audience participated in a question and answer period and talked one-on-one with many of the speakers and women attorneys during the brief reception.

Tom Ollinger, vice-chairman of the Law Day Committee, organized and participated in two seminars for local senior citizen organizations. Topics of special interest to this particular audience included Social Security changes, wills, and senior aide programs now available.

One of the highlights of the week was a "question and answer" booth at Bel Air Mall. Local attorney Barre Dumas helped man the booth that was surrounded by a colorful array of Law Day posters submitted by local students. Law Day buttons were given away as well as a variety of literature on law-related topics.

To climax this year's Law Day activities, the Mobile Bar Association sponsored a naturalization ceremony with the Honorable W. B. Hand presiding. Fifty persons, natives of twenty-two nations, were congratulated and challenged by various speakers including Judges Virgil Pittman, Emmett R. Cox and Ferrill D. McRae, Broox G. Holmes, chairman-Law Day Committee, and James J. Duffy, Jr., president of the Mobile Bar Association. Mesdames Charles Fleming and Irwin W. Coleman represented the MBA Auxiliary and presented three area middle school students with cash prizes for their winning entries in the auxiliary-sponsored poster contest. In his speech, Mr. Duffy reminded not only the new citizens but also the more than two hundred guests that we are an "integral part of the government of the United States. It is the highest privilege and greatest responsibility of any citizenship in the world."

—submitted by Barbara Rhodes

Montgomery County

The Montgomery County Bar Association hosted a retirement ceremony and reception for Judge Perry O. Hooper on March 25, 1983, in his courtroom. President Euel Screws presented Judge Hooper with a plaque honoring him for his distinguished service on the bench. Immediately following the reception, MCBA hosted an Open House at the Montgomery County Law Library.

The Montgomery County Bar Association, in conjunction with the Federal Bar Association, observed the 26th Anniversary of Law Day with numerous activities highlighted by a reception honoring the judiciary held at the Sheraton Riverfront on May 2, 1983. It was well attended by the MCBA membership and the judiciary. In addition to the reception, MCBA held its regular monthly meeting at the Whitley Hotel on April 27, 1983, and along with the Trust Department of the Union Bank, presented the Liberty Bell Scholarship of $1,000 to Ashanti Gresham, winner of the speech contest held among area high school students. Our sincere appreciation goes out to Judge Joseph D. Phelps for coordinating this annual contest. The Liberty Bell Award, given to recognize a non-legal, non-judicial citizen for outstanding leadership in our community, was presented to Dr. Iras L. Myers, state health officer, Alabama Department of Public Health.

On May 5, 1983, MCBA hosted an Investiture Ceremony and Reception for Honorables Sam Taylor, Honorables H. Mark Kennedy, Honorables Charles Price and Honorables Lynn Clardy Bright. The oath of office for the four judges was administered by Chief Justice C. C. (Bo) Torbert, Jr. The refreshments served at the reception were prepared by the members of the Montgomery Association of Legal Secretaries and MCBA extends its sincere appreciation for a job well done.

The Montgomery County Bar Association welcomes the following new members of our association: George N. Hardesty, Jr., Richard N. Meadows, L. Daniel Morris, Jr. and Judge Frank H. McFadden.

—submitted by Gloria Wastes

Tuscaloosa County

On April 12, 1983, a luncheon for members of the Tuscaloosa County Bar Association was held at the Tuscaloosa Country Club. Paul Conger, newly elected circuit court domestic relations judge, was the speaker on the topic "Revamping of the Domestic Relations Division and Juvenile Court of Tuscaloosa County."

Indian Hills Country Club was the site of the Tuscaloosa County Bar Association Annual Spring Fling dinner-dance held on April 23, 1983. After a seated dinner, bar association members and guests danced to the music of the George Winter Combo.

Preceding the quarterly meeting held on April 27, 1983, the Tuscaloosa County Bar Association sponsored a CLE approved seminar on the use of video equipment recently
purchased through the county law library. Presiding over the hands-on demonstration was Frank Deaver, president of Media Consultants of Tuscaloosa.

Law Day 1983 was highlighted by several functions. A Law Fair was held at University Mall on April 29, 1983. As a public relations gesture, members of the local bar association offered advice on routine legal matters and awarded a door prize of an American flag which had flown over the state capitol. Jointly, the Alabama Law School and the Bar Auxiliary assisted in furnishing career and Law Day information as well as providing a hospitality booth. In addition, the Bar Auxiliary sponsored a blood drive on May 2, 1983, and was instrumental in providing much needed support and assistance to the local chapter of the American Red Cross. Finally, on May 6, 1983, the annual Law Day Luncheon was held at Tuscaloosa Country Club. At that time, the Liberty Bell Award was posthumously presented to Buford Boone, Pulitzer Prize winning journalist and publisher of The Tuscaloosa News.

—submitted by Claire A. Black

Important Announcement

The Alabama Lawyer needs a correspondent from each of the local bar associations who will keep us informed of your association’s local bar events. Although several attempts have been made on our part to acquire some updated information on the local bar officers, and reminders have been sent about the reporting of association activities, we still have not gotten the participation we had hoped we would. We need news! We need pictures! We need your help!

Let the entire bar membership know what your association is doing. The Alabama Lawyer is the place to do it. Please call Jen Nowell at the Alabama State Bar, toll-free at 1-800-392-5660, with the names of your local bar officers and the name of a “contact” person for “Riding the Circuits” news.

DISABILITY INCOME PROTECTION
Up to $2500/month
LOW GROUP RATES

CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

Mr. Ginwright
Attorney's Planning Service
Suite 620
Bank for Savings Building
Birmingham, Alabama 35203
(205) 251-1497

LEGAL VIDEO SERVICES

• Videotape Depositions
• Medical Testimony
• Absent Witnesses
• Geriatric Plaintiffs
• Product Liability

• Wills
• Day in the Life of . . .
• Demonstrative Evidence
• Statements
• Confessions
• Electronic Editing

FOR APPOINTMENT OR INFORMATION CONTACT
John Jennings
205-272-4878 — Montgomery

CONSULTING METEOROLOGIST

If you need expert weather advice, I can help. I have had more than 35 years experience as a meteorologist with the National Weather Service. From 1969-1980 I was manager of all weather operations for Alabama and northwest Florida with headquarters in Birmingham. For further information contact.

Robert M. Ferry
217 Heath Drive
Birmingham, AL 35243
205/967-6418
The Young Lawyers' Annual Seminar at Sandestin the weekend of May 13-14 was an abounding success. Some 180 lawyers benefited from the seminar, in addition to the golf tournament Friday afternoon and the seafood dinner at poolside that evening. It will be to your benefit to mark your calendar now for the seminar next year scheduled for May 18-19, 1984.

The Young Lawyers' Section (YLS) sponsored the Bar Admissions Ceremony at the Montgomery Civic Center on May 23, 1983. We were privileged to have as our luncheon speaker Senator Howell Heflin who, after being presented by Chief Justice Torbert, offered challenging remarks to some one hundred admitteres. I am grateful to Tom Barber for his outstanding work in making that event such a success.

There continues to be interest expressed regarding the formation of local Young Lawyers' Sections in areas that heretofore either have had no active section, or where a Young Lawyers' Section, once active, has become dormant. Aside from the areas of the Quad-Cities and Dothan, I am pleased to report that Randy Woodrow of Anniston has contacted the State YLS concerning a YLS in that viable area. We are assisting in those efforts and continue to encourage interest in other areas.

One of the initial ideas offered by Norborne Stone, upon his assumption of the presidency of our State Bar last July, was an opportunity for all members of the State Bar to attend the Annual Meeting in Birmingham as well as to achieve six hours of CLE credit without additional charge. The Young Lawyers' Section was requested to organize the CLE program and we, of course, accepted enthusiastically. The YLS-CLE Committee, capably chaired by Julia Smeds, commenced planning last November. It is my belief that the program to be offered is among the premier CLE seminars that has been presented on any occasion. The topics and speakers are highlighted in the Bar Annual Meeting registration brochure.

The State YLS and the Birmingham YLS will hold a joint party on the plaza at the Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center at 9:00 p.m. on Thursday, July 21, 1983, immediately following the State Bar membership reception.

We have engaged the Visions/Track IV band to provide entertainment for the evening. The charge is a nominal $3 per person which entitles each participant to a season of hospitality as well as entertainment. It is my hope that this first joint party will become a traditional event, a social gathering co-sponsored by the State YLS and the YLS in the host city of the bar meeting.

It has been an honor to serve as president of the Young Lawyers' Section during the past year. A busy year it has been; an exciting year it has been; most of all it has been a rewarding year.

I wish to thank especially the fine attorneys with whom I
I have served on the YLS Executive Committee. Without their steadfast aid and support, we could not have had the year of progress that I do believe we have experienced.

I wish to express my gratitude also to Norborne Stone, our State Bar president; to Bill Hairston, president-elect; and to our executive director, Reggie Hamner, along with the entire Board of Bar Commissioners, for their cooperation in all programs of the Young Lawyers' Section. Certainly I would be remiss if I did not thank all those mentioned above for the many courtesies extended to me personally.

Still Waters. We're Much More Than Challenging Golf!

If you're a chipper or a putter, Still Waters can offer you some of the most challenging golf around. Our golf package includes a private two-bedroom villa overlooking our woodlands, unlimited green fees, golf cart (2 persons/18 holes), and breakfast and dinner at our restaurant and lounge, The Foxes Den.

But we're not just a golf resort. We're located on beautiful 40,000 acre Lake Martin with some of the best freshwater fishing in the South. We have a full-service marina, a lakeside cabana, both hard and clay tennis courts and more than 3,000 acres of unspoiled wilderness to explore. So come play golf, but ask about our other exciting sports packages too.

Still Waters. Total relaxation and enjoyment. That's what we're here for.

For more information call or write:
Still Waters on Lake Martin
1000 Still Waters Drive
Dadeville, AL 36853
(205)625-7887 (In Alabama)
1-800-633-4954 (nationwide)

Golf packages start at $65 per day per person based on four-person occupancy of a two-bedroom villa.
QUESTION:
"Under what circumstances may an attorney ethically accept a domestic relations case upon a contingent fee basis?"

ANSWER:
The only opinions wherein the office of the General Counsel and the Disciplinary Commission have approved contingent fee contracts in domestic relations cases involve attempts on the part of attorneys to collect arrearages in alimony and/or child support payments provided for in a final decree of divorce already entered.

DISCUSSION:
The Code of Professional Responsibility of the Alabama State Bar alludes to contingent fee contracts in only three places.

Ethical Consideration 2-20 provides:
"Contingent fee arrangements in civil cases have long been commonly accepted in the United States in proceedings to enforce claims. The historical bases of their acceptance are that (1) they are often, and in a variety of circumstances, provide the only practical means by which one having a claim against another can economically afford, finance, and obtain the services of a competent lawyer to prosecute his claim, and (2) a successful prosecution of the claim produces a res out of which the fee can be paid. Although a lawyer generally should decline to accept employment on a contingent fee basis by one who is able to pay a reasonable fixed fee, it is not necessarily improper for a lawyer, where justified by the particular circumstances of a case, to enter into a contingent fee contract in a civil case with any client who, after being fully informed of all relevant factors, desires that arrangement. Because of the human relationship involved and the unique character of the proceedings, contingent fee arrangements in domestic relation cases are rarely justified. In administrative agency proceedings contingent fee contracts should be governed by the same considerations as in other civil cases. Public policy properly condemns contingent fee arrangements in criminal cases, largely on the ground that legal services in criminal cases do not produce a res with which to pay the fee." (emphasis added)

Disciplinary Rule 2-107(A) provides:
"A lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement for, charge, or collect a contingent fee for representing a defendant in a criminal case."
Disciplinary Rule 5-103(A) (2) provides:

"A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of litigation he is conducting for a client, except that he may:

(2) Contract with a client for a reasonable contingent fee in a civil case, which contingent fee shall involve and relate only to the specific transaction, cause of action or subject matter of litigation he is conducting for a client."

It is significant that although Ethical Consideration 2-20 states that contingent fee arrangements in domestic relations cases are rarely justified "because of the human relationships involved and the unique character of the proceedings" there is no Disciplinary Rule comparable to Disciplinary Rule 2-107(A) relating to criminal cases which would clearly prohibit contingent fee contracts in domestic relations cases.

Once a final decree of divorce has been entered requiring the payment of child support and/or alimony, we are of the opinion that the reasons prompting the drafters of Ethical Consideration 2-20 to caution against contingent fee contracts in domestic relations cases are no longer applicable.

The enforceability of a contingent fee contract in a domestic relations case poses primarily a question of law rather than one of ethics. A fee contract contingent upon the amount of alimony an attorney obtains for a client upon the attorney’s procuring a divorce is generally held void as against public policy. The major arguments in support of this position are that these agreements give the attorney an interest in avoiding reconciliation. See 15 Ala. L. Rev., 208; 56 Minn. L. Rev., 979; 7 Vand. L. Rev., 120; Brindley v. Brindley, 121 Ala. 429, 25 So. 751 (1899); Farrell v. Betts, 16 Ala. App. 668, 81 So. 188 (1918).

There has been some relaxation of the strict rule of invalidity of contingent fee contracts in divorce cases stemming from a willingness of the courts to determine on the particular facts of the case whether the contingent fee arrangement does, in fact, promote divorce and therefore violate the public policy against destruction of marriages. Coons v. Kurey, 263 Cal. App. 2d 650, 69 Cal. Rptr. 712 (1968); Krieger v. Bulpitt, 40 Cal. 2d 47, 251 P. 2d 673 (1953); Saltz v. St. Jean, 170 So. 2d, 94 (Fla. App. 1964).

Once a final decree of divorce has been entered awarding alimony and/or child support, the collection of arrearages concerning the same would not discourage reconciliation, promote divorce and therefore violate the public policy against the destruction of marriages. Furthermore, the mechanics of reducing an order for child support and/or alimony to judgment and proceeding to collect the same would not appear to involve "the human relationship" or "the unique character of the proceedings" referred to in Ethical Consideration 2-20. The acceptance of employment to collect arrearages in child support and/or alimony is analogous to accepting employment to collect any type of debt, and, of course, collection matters are routinely accepted on a contingent fee basis.

**Question:**

"If, after undertaking employment in contemplated or pending litigation, a lawyer learns or it is obvious that he or a lawyer in his firm ought to be called as a witness on behalf of his client, must the lawyer and his law firm immediately withdraw from representation, or may the lawyer and his law firm continue to represent the client in pre-trial proceedings if another lawyer or law firm handles the actual 'conduct of the trial'?"
**Disciplinary Report**

Warren Seymore Trammell, of Montgomery, was ordered disbarred by the Disciplinary Board on June 4, 1982, for having violated DR 1-102 (A) (4), (5) & (6) and DR 9-101 (C) by having accepted money from an undercover agent on the representation that he could secure a parole for a prison inmate by paying money to a member of the Alabama Board of Pardons and Paroles. The Supreme Court of Alabama affirmed Trammell's disbarment, and the Court overruled Trammell's application for rehearing on May 6, 1983.

There was one private reprimand given for violation of Disciplinary Rules 6-101 (A), 9-102 (B) (1) and 9-102 (B) (4), in addition to the above mentioned public censure, administered at the May 6th meeting of the Board of Bar Commissioners.

On March 21, 1982, Baldwin County attorney Lloyd E. Taylor surrendered his license to practice law in the state of Alabama. Accordingly, on April 19, 1983, the Supreme Court entered an order removing Taylor's name from the roll of attorneys licensed to practice in the state of Alabama. Taylor had previously been convicted on ten felony counts relating to certain banking irregularities after trial in federal court in Mobile.

---

**Answer:**

A lawyer and his law firm must withdraw from the conduct of the trial of a case if it is obvious that the lawyer or a member of his firm ought to be called as a witness on behalf of the client, and the facts do not bring into play any of the exceptions as set forth in DR 5-101 (B) (1) through (4); however, the lawyer and his law firm may continue as counsel for the client in pre-trial proceedings such as preparation for trial, discovery, settlement negotiations, etc.

**Discussion:**

Ethical Consideration 5-9 provides:

"Occasionally a lawyer is called upon to decide in a particular case whether he will be a witness or advocate. If a lawyer is both counsel and witness, (1) he becomes more easily impeachable for interest and thus may be a less effective witness. Conversely, (2) the opposing counsel may be handicapped in challenging the credibility of the lawyer when the lawyer also appears as an advocate in the case. (3) An advocate who becomes a witness is in the unseemly and ineffective position of arguing his own credibility. The roles of an advocate and of a witness are inconsistent; the function of an advocate is to advance or argue the cause of another, while that of a witness is to state facts objectively." (numbers and parentheses added)

Disciplinary Rule 5-101 (B) provides:

"A lawyer shall not accept employment in contemplated or pending litigation if he knows or it is obvious that he or a lawyer in his firm ought to be called as a witness, except that he may undertake the employment and he or a lawyer in his firm may testify:

1. If the testimony will relate solely to an uncontroverted matter.
2. If the testimony will relate solely to a matter of formality and there is no reason to believe that substantial evidence will be offered in opposition to the testimony.
3. If the testimony will relate solely to the nature and value of legal services rendered in the case by the lawyer or his firm to the client.
4. As to any matter, if refusal would work a substantial hardship on the client because of the distinctive value of the lawyer or his firm as counsel in the particular case."

Disciplinary Rule 5-102 (A) provides:

"If, after undertaking employment in contemplated or pending litigation, a lawyer learns or it is obvious that he or a lawyer in his firm ought to be called as a witness on behalf of his client, he shall withdraw from the conduct of the trial and his firm, if any, shall not continue representation in the trial, except that he may continue the representation and he or a lawyer in his firm may testify in the circumstances enumerated in DR 5-101 (B) through (4)." (emphasis added)

We arrive at the conclusions set forth in the answer hereinabove for at least three reasons. First, there is no rule of law which renders an attorney incompetent as a witness merely because he also acts as trial counsel. The rationale behind the courts' refusal to hold an attorney incompetent as a witness in spite of an ethical violation is that the interest of the client should not be jeopardized in such manner in order to discipline an attorney. *State v. Blake*, 157 Conn. 99, A. 2d 232 (1968); *Attorney As Witness For Client In Federal Case*, 9 ALR Fed. 500. Second, since an attorney's preclusion from testifying and also acting as trial counsel is based entirely upon a provision of the Code of Professional Responsibility, and since DR 5-102 (A) refers only to withdrawal "from the conduct of the trial" we are of the opinion that the rule should be literally applied and should not be extended to cover situations not clearly comprehended by the language of the rule. Third, a lawyer's continuing to act as counsel in pre-trial proceedings would not bring into play any of the reasons for the rule as set forth in EC 5-9, namely, that the attorney "becomes more easily impeacha-
ble for interest and thus may be a less effective witness,” that “opposing counsel may be handicapped in challenging the credibility of the lawyer,” and that the lawyer will become less effective in arguing his “own credibility.”

Our research reveals very little authority touching upon the issue raised by the question posed herein. The case of Norman Norrell, Inc. v. Federated Department Stores, Inc., 450 F. Supp. 127 (D.C.N.Y. 1978) held that an attorney who would be an essential witness on behalf of his client could not conduct the actual trial of the case but could, nevertheless, continue to act as counsel for his client in pre-trial proceedings. In the opinion the court observed:

“... Manning has suggested that if disqualification is required it be partial, that is, that the Manning firm be allowed to continue as pre-trial counsel and ‘trial counsel’... be obtained who can handle the actual trial, so as to avoid the problem of Manning being a witness and also arguing his own credibility before a jury.”

Examination of the basis for the lawyer-witness prohibition and a closer look at Norrell's interest in being represented by the Manning firm reveal that the compromise suggested represents the best reconciliation among the competing interests of the plaintiffs, the defendant and the judicial system. In International Electronics Corp. v. Flanzser, supra, 527 F. 2d 1294, the court of appeals explained in the following manner the rationale for disqualification of counsel who is prospectively a material witness:

The ultimate justification for the disqualification rule...[is] that the public might think that the lawyer is distorting the truth for the sake of his client. Another argument for the disqualification is that the lawyer-witness will vouch for his own credibility in summing up to the jury—a powerful means of support for his own credibility...[T]he argument that [this opportunity] is unfair to the opponent has some merit. It is difficult, indeed, to cross-examine a witness who is also an adversary counsel concerning matters of fact, and, more particularly on matters impeaching his credibility, within the bounds of propriety and courtesy owed to professional colleagues.

The concerns there expressed are for the public perception of justice done and probity preserved and for neutralization of any possible unfair advantage at trial. By this standard there can be no cavil if Manning acts as counsel prior to trial but is barred from dual participation at the trial.” (emphasis added by court)

We will not attempt to define the precise scope of pre-trial proceedings in which an attorney may participate when he learns or it is obvious that he or a lawyer in his firm ought to be called as a witness on behalf of his client. We add one note of caution. A lawyer should not permit himself to be influenced, consciously or unconsciously, in settlement negotiations because he ought to be called as a witness on behalf of his client at the trial of the case. In the case of Honeywell v. Bubb, 130 N.Y. Supp. 150, 325 A. 2d 832 (1974), the court refused to set aside a settlement agreement which had been negotiated by an attorney who would have been an essential witness for his client had the case gone to trial. In the opinion the court observed:

“It would seem that at least the appearance of a conflict of interest may be created if an attorney likely to be called as a trial witness plays an active role in the pre-trial settlement conferences. For example, in recommending approval of a particular settlement, he might be open to the charge that he was motivated to sacrifice his client’s interest to avoid any question as to a later development in the case which might bring him in conflict with the disciplinary rule cited above; or to avoid giving potentially embarrassing testimony at trial, or to retain the benefits accruing from representing a client which might be lost if other trial counsel were required.”

In summary, we hold that merely because a lawyer ought to be called as a witness on behalf of his client does not necessarily preclude him from participating in all pre-trial proceedings.
New! The only book of its kind!

- Saves you time
- Saves your client money
- Puts all basic registration and tax forms, federal and state, into one convenient book

Every attorney is familiar with the problem. You have finished preparing legal documents for a new client to start his new business. The client wants to know what he has to do to comply with State and Federal Tax Registration Laws. You refer him to a tax attorney, a CPA, or a government agency. But he delays taking your advice, is penalized for not registering his business in a timely manner, and blames you for not giving him more specific information.
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THE CONTINUING RISK FROM FAULTY DOCKET CONTROL

Duke Nordlinger Stern

A significant amount has been written about the importance of effective docket control in reducing legal malpractice exposure. This choice of subject matter is appropriate since in most jurisdictions the majority of professional liability claims result from administrative or law office management types of errors or omissions, and the major cause of loss within this category is missed statutes of limitations, procedural deadlines and other time commitments. While the need for effective docket control is logical, examples of claims in this area can serve to underscore why attorneys should take the time to review their own deadline monitoring systems.

1. Law Firm A utilizes a diary book type of docket control system with books on both the attorney's and secretary's desks. During a conversation with opposing counsel on a certain matter the attorney agrees to the scheduling of a hearing on a motion. The attorney notes the date in the diary book and intends to tell the secretary to make a similar entry in the backup diary, but another telephone call breaks the train of thought. On the morning of the hearing the lawyer has an appointment before going to the office and calls the secretary to see what matters are scheduled for that day. Since the hearing was never entered in the secretary's diary book the commitment is not reported and not attended.

2. Law Firm B uses a centralized perpetual calendar or tickler type of docket control system with a designated legal secretary responsible for all entries. Attorneys and staff tell this secretary what deadline entries must be made. On a given day one of the attorneys is in this secretary's office reviewing the draft of a document. Another attorney calls to request the entry of a deadline into the system. The secretary makes a note and returns to the draft document. The note is subsequently misplaced and the entry is never made. As a result, the filing date for a worker's compensation claim is missed.

3. Law Firm C also utilizes a perpetual calendar docket control system, but in this example the attorneys and staff members create their own entry slips. One time each day the staff person responsible for the system collects these slips for filing in the system. Every Friday weekly work schedules for the subsequent week are prepared, and these schedules contain the deadlines for that week along with the appropriate urgency notations. Unfortunately, this otherwise effective system has no provision for a daily review to determine that there has been compliance with final notices. One of the attorneys misses a statute of limitations deadline because there was no backup to be certain the reminder was honored.

Effective docket control requires the use of a manual or computerized perpetual calendar or tickler system. There are certain rules which must be followed to be certain the system operates successfully. First, each lawyer and staff person must understand and adhere to the system. Second, all important dates must be recorded immediately. Third, there must be procedures for enforcing the system. Fourth, the deadline entries must allow sufficient time for performance. Fifth, the person responsible for the docket control system must be certain that activities or actions are completed on time or properly rescheduled. Finally, the docket control system should be described in the firm's systems and procedures manual.

© 1983: Duke Nordlinger Stern, J.D., Ph.D. Mr. Stern serves as Risk Manager to the Alabama State Bar in the areas of claims analysis, loss prevention, claims repair and insurance counsel. The risk management program is funded by the Bar's endorsed professional liability insurance company, Insurance Corporation of America (ICA). Loss prevention and claims information is available without cost to any member of the Bar by calling Mr. Stern at (800) 257-8903. Information on the Bar's endorsed professional liability insurance program can be obtained by calling Insurance Corporation of America at (800) 251-6615. These materials may not be reproduced in any form without the express written permission of the author.
Lump sum payments aren't the only way to settle a personal injury claim.

Alternative:

STRUCTURING SETTLEMENTS

By thinking, not just quoting annuity rates, Howard Weil's Financial Services professionals examine ways to assist legal counsel in designing an appropriate settlement package.

We'll explore investment alternatives such as tax-free municipal bonds, annuities, and obligations of the U.S. Government. We'll also consider the uses of third party assignment, performance bonding, trusts, and even post-settlement financial planning.

Experience experience.

CALL (504) 588-2789
W. Christian Shumate, Assistant Vice President

Howard, Weil, Labouisse, Friedrichs INCORPORATED
W. CHRISTIAN SHUMATE IIINC
211 Carondelet Street, New Orleans, LA 70130

I'm always open to a better way to get the job done. Tell me more about structuring settlements as an alternative to lump sum payments.

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Business Phone

The only New York Stock Exchange Member headquartered in the mid-South.
It Happened at the Bar

Pick a Name to Suit Your Image

Judson H. Orrick
Associate Editor
The Florida Bar Journal • News

Flipping through the new Florida Bar Journal Directory makes me think how much lawyers could save on advertising if they would just practice with other lawyers whose names complement their own.

The possibilities are endless: If I were thumbing through the Yellow Pages looking for a firm to incorporate my fast food chain there would be Grill Hamberger French Fry & Weiner.

For my whiplash suit I would call Payne Payne & Saffern; my more serious car accident litigation would go to Rapp Carr Roundtree & Hurt. If it had to be handled on a contingency basis I wouldn’t waste time calling Handlin Case Flatley Cash & Cary.

When I wanted simple answers to direct questions I would go to Black & White. If I needed a cautious firm for my defense I’d first try Fear & Leary.

If I wanted to sue just to force an issue I’d call Dicker Knott & Settle. Bellows Grover & Howell would handle my civil rights suits.

If I really wanted to get tough I’d call Pound Press Hammer Slaughter Slay & Butcher.

If I were suing a Palm Beach heiress and needed a dapper attorney to look good on national television I would probably turn first to White Tye Silver Haire & Spatz; if I needed the opposite I’d call Gummey Gross & Rude.

For my drug bust defense I’d retain Coker Grass & Gold or, if I hoped to buy my way out, perhaps Green Tilton Scales & Justiss.

If I anticipated or desired protracted litigation, the first firm I’d call would be Hough Puffer Furlong Weeks & Weeks.

Under no circumstances would I call Cheatham Conn Faiks Fleece & Steele unless it would be to suggest they disband or change their names.

From local bar president to state bar president . . . Hairston will assume position at annual meeting in home town.

At the 1970 Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting in Birmingham, Mr. and Mrs. William B. Hairston, Jr., speak with convention guest J. Pennington Straus, Esq., of Philadelphia. Bill Hairston was president of the Birmingham Bar Association at that meeting where, as traditional of hosting city bar presidents, he made opening remarks of welcome to bar members attending.

During this year’s annual meeting, thirteen years later, he will become president of the Alabama State Bar.
Some experiences in life are worth repeating.

ALABAMA STATE BAR
1980 Annual Meeting • July 17-19
Birmingham, Alabama

Memo

From: James C. Barton, President
Birmingham Bar Association
To: J. Mark White, Smith, White and Hynds, Attorneys
Date: December 1979
Subject: State Bar Meeting

You are the local committee chairman for State Bar convention. You will:
1. Keep me advised but don't bother me.
2. Have a first class convention, but don't spend any money.
3. Have a program that appeals to young and old lawyers (also in between), all wives, Democrats, Republicans, Masons, FOP, Elks, Moose & Chickens.
4. Be provocative and innovative but don't offend anyone.

Memo

From: J. Mark White
To: James C. Barton
Date: February 1980

What's the story on convention? E. T. tells me Reggie is staying and everything is in order. Where are we going? What's our goal? What's our responsibility? Clarify our concerns re: coordination!

P.S. Your plea of inexperience is noted and overruled.

Memo

From: J. Mark White
To: James C. Barton
Date: February 1980

1. I spent all day yesterday at the State Bar debating if we would have fish or beef and now you expect me to explain the origin of earth and how it revolves around Montgomery in 25 words or less.
2. Phil Norwood working on ladies.
3. Q. Q. Brown is talking with Birmingham Symphony. (Will our people be willing to cross a picket line?)
4. We have some speakers who will come and some speakers who won't stay home.
5. I still have to line up program for banquet on Friday night and get with Leon Ashford re: band for the dance. (Any suggestions?)

P.S. Loretta Malandro is going to speak on "The Critical First Four Minutes."

(Ed. note: Just what does it take to pull off a dynamite convention? The following memoranda collected and compiled by Birmingham lawyer Mark White may be of interest to you if you have ever been responsible for the planning of an annual meeting... or you may think twice about it if you've ever asked to take on such a task!)
**Memo**

From: J. Mark White  
To: James C. Barton  
Date: March 1980

Thanks for phone call. Hope the Valiums have helped you. Glad to confirm in writing the following:

1. Loretta Malandro is communications expert not sex therapist.
2. Musicians will not have a picket line (maybe).
3. Beef not fish (chicken?).
5. Apologize for snide comment about Montgomery—they are top-notch.
6. I'll give your Lawrence Welk suggestion to Leon.
7. Enclosed is draft program—would appreciate your comments.

---

**Memo**

From: James C. Barton  
To: J. Mark White  
Date: April 1980

1. Program is looking good except I'm afraid Fred Ingram's talk on "The Age Discrimination in Employment Act" might keep people away from Racehorse Haynes talk. Should we reschedule?
2. Why does everything cost so much? Can't we cut back? Not sure young lawyers can afford prices.
3. Wit's Other End o.k. if they don't offend anyone or anything. What's alternative?
4. Heard rumor you were forming corporation to print and sell maps to hospitality rooms—not a good idea.

---

**Memo**

From: J. Mark White  
To: James C. Barton  
Date: May 1980

1. Talked with Fred Ingram—he will make talk dull and give Racehorse a break. I suggest we move Fred to next year's Law Day banquet if you are still concerned.
2. Everything is designed to break even. No profit anywhere. High Cost Example: Civic Center rent for cocktail reception (space only, does not include booze or food)—$1,200. Might go outside of Civic Center—$400.
3. Alternative to Wit's Other End is one of the following: Billy Carter, Chief Parsons, Clarence Small.
4. Don't believe everything you hear.
5. P.S. I need to know your room number.

---

**Memo**

From: J. Mark White  
To: James C. Barton  
Date: June 1980

1. Wit's Other End
2. Outside
4. Ingram says you're a smart alec.

---

**Memo**

From: J. Mark White  
To: James C. Barton  
Date: July 1980

D-Day Report:

1. 107° and rising—I think we need to go inside. I told Reggie to call you.
2. Program set—we have lined up escorts and host couples from local bar for all VIP's and guests. All will check in with you.
3. Wit's Other End does not want to compromise First Amendment Rights. I told them you were man to see.
4. Please give my secretary your room number—printer is waiting.

---

**Memo**

From: James C. Barton  
To: J. Mark White  
Date: July 1980

1. Who are all these people and why are they calling me?
2. 1031.

---

**Memo**

From: J. Mark White  
To: James C. Barton  
Date: August 1980

Post Convention Report:

1. Sorry about all those people in your room (the chickens too).
2. Great reviews from all who attended.
3. Great support from local bar.
4. Largest convention ever.
5. Best attendance by young lawyers. Need to constantly expand program every year.
6. Reggie is going to show cost breakdown in bar publication so everyone will know expense involved.
7. My firm has requested I return to practice of law—sorry if this inconveniences you.
INTRODUCING YOUR STATE BAR ENDORSED CARRIER...ICA

A broader policy. Superior benefits. Higher standards for the professional handling of claims. That's why your state bar exclusively endorsed the professional liability program offered by Insurance Corporation of America.

Because attorneys own and operate ICA, we understand the needs of other attorneys. And we specialize solely in the field of professional liability insurance. If you are now insured by another carrier or are not now protected, contact Insurance Corporation of America, 4295 San Felipe, P.O. Box 56308, Houston, Texas 77256. Phone 1-800-231-2615.
books for sale


FOR SALE: Alabama Reports Vol. 200 to 205; Alabama Appellant Court Reporter Vol. 16 to 57 and So. 2d Vol. 311-334, to current. Only three years old—like new. Contact Alexander R. Newton, P.O. Box 207, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35402. Phone 738-0497.

court reporters

Richard Wilson & Associates
Registered Professional Court Reporters
132 Adams Avenue
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
264-6433

ROBERT L. KUSHNER, JR., M.D.P.C.
Diagnostic Radiologist announces the opening of his office for the purpose of medical legal consultation. Colonial Square 5457 Roswell Road N.E., Suite 203-A, Atlanta, Georgia 30342. Telephone: (404) 877-8981.

SOIL EXPERTS-ENVIRONMENTAL investigations, consultations, evaluations and testimony. Alabama Registered Professional Soil Classifiers and Soil Scientists. Environmental, agricultural, and urban related soil evaluations. Credentials and references upon request. PEDOLOGUES INC., P.O. Box 761, Auburn, Alabama 36831. (205) 826-7160.

REGISTERED NURSES of all specialty areas available to assist in medical malpractice investigation. Professional engineer and land surveyor with law degree available for technical assistance in construction litigation and real property related problems. Call CAMBRIDGE SOUTHEASTERN LIMITED, Nancy R. Murphy, R.N., J.D. at (404) 449-3779.

miscellaneous

FOR SALE: Two IBM dictating units and two IBM transcribers (6.5 cartridge system). Purchased new in 1977; currently in use and under service contract. One dictating unit and transcription set, $350. Each unit $160 sold separately. Call Alabama State Bar at 269-1518 or see at 435 Dexter Avenue, Montgomery, Alabama.

positions offered

RAPIDLY EXPANDING TAMPA, Florida law firm needs several litigation attorneys with one to three years experience in property and/or casualty insurance defense practice. Excellent opportunity. Send resume and summary of work experience to: Butler and Burnette, One Mack Center, Suite 1100, 301 East Kennedy Boulevard, Tampa, Florida 33602-4933. Attn: J. W. Moody, Firm Administrator.

UAW-GM LEGAL SERVICES PLAN seeks an attorney for Decatur, Alabama with experience in Domestic and Consumer Law, Wills and Bankruptcy. Two years experience and Alabama Bar membership required. Salary $20,000 and up. Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume and writing sample to: Dwight Bowen, 3169 Holcomb Bridge Road, Suite 307, Norcross, Georgia 30071.

All requests for classified notices must be submitted typewritten and are subject to approval. Classified ads must be pre-paid. Non-member advertisers will receive a complimentary copy of The Alabama Lawyer following publication. Additional copies are $3.00, plus postage.

CLASSIFIED RATES
(205) 269-1515
Non-members of the Alabama State Bar: $3.00 per insertion of 50 words or less $5.00 per additional word

Members of the Alabama State Bar: No charge for classified ad placement

DEADLINES

November 15 (January Issue)
January 15 (March Issue)
March 15 (May Issue)
May 15 (July Issue)
July 15 (September Issue)
September 15 (November Issue)

MAILING INFORMATION

Please send classified copy and payment to:
The Alabama Lawyer Classifieds
P.O. Box 2146
Montgomery, AL 36101

The Alabama Lawyer
The Final Judgment

Jesse McKenney Williams, Jr., died at his home in Montgomery on March 24, 1983. He was seventy-nine years of age.

They were seventy-nine years well spent. Jesse Williams was that rare phenomenon—a contented man. He genuinely loved his profession, his family, his community and his friends. This affection was returned in equal measure by all those around him. One could hardly seek for more.

Jesse grew up in Montgomery and later attended the University of Alabama. After graduating from the University Law School, he did a stint with the Federal Land Bank in New Orleans and then returned home to enter private practice. In 1935, he joined the present firm of Rush to, Stakely, Johnston & Garrett and remained a partner there until his death. His son, Jesse Williams III, continues as a partner in the firm.

During his years as a member of the bar, Jesse conducted a varied practice and became one of the leading lawyers in the state. He was one of the old school who could “do it all.” Jesse was long identified closely with the Rural Electric Cooperatives in Alabama. For thirty-seven years he served as general counsel of Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc., the Alabama Rural Electric Association and several local rural electric cooperatives. He was one of the most knowledgeable attorneys in the country on general utility law and especially with respect to the organization, operation and procedures of rural electric cooperatives and the extensive and complex rules and regulations of the Rural Electrification Administration of the United States Government. Attorneys from both within and without Alabama regularly sought his advice on matters relating to rural electric cooperatives and the Rural Electrification Administration. Jesse was posthumously presented AREA's highest award, the Eminent Service Award, at the Alabama Rural Electric Association's annual meeting held March 30-31, 1983.

In addition to his professional accomplishments, Jesse was the “Complete Angler.” He was not only a master fisherman but also crafted fine quality rods for himself and his fishing buddies. If Issac Walton were around today, he would probably have served his internship with Jesse Williams.

Jesse is survived by his wife, Dorothy B. Williams; a son, Jesse M. Williams III of Montgomery; two daughters, Gayle T. White of Jackson, Mississippi and Darnell T. Savage of Atlanta, Georgia; and nine grandchildren. We join them in bidding Jesse a fond farewell.
Mr. Albritton, a native and lifelong resident of Andalusia, began practicing law in 1929 and was one of the first lawyers in Alabama to concentrate his practice in the area of taxation. He was known as one of the state's top experts in that specialized field.

Mr. Albritton helped organize the taxation section of the Alabama State Bar, he served for several years as a member of the State Board of Bar Examiners, and he was the Bar Commissioner from the twenty-second judicial circuit from 1939-1943. He, also, was one of the early chairmen of the Federal Tax Clinic for lawyers and accountants, which became an annual function at the University of Alabama.

Mr. Albritton was an active layman in the Presbyterian Church. For many years he served as an Elder and taught a Sunday school class at the First Presbyterian Church in Andalusia. In 1981, Mr. Albritton was a delegate to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church and in 1982 was elected moderator of the Presbytery of John Knox.

As a resident of Andalusia, Mr. Albritton was one of the organizers and active members of the Andalusia Hospital, Andalusia Health Services, the Scher Memorial Foundation, Friends of the Library, Covington Historical Society and many other local organizations.

He was a past member of the Andalusia Board of Education and a member and past president of the Andalusia Rotary Club. He also served as a director of the Commercial Bank for many years.

Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anne Long Albritton; two sons, Robert B. Albritton II and Dr. William L. Albritton; and four grandchildren.
The Eleventh Circuit Historical Society

The Eleventh Circuit Historical Society is a private, non-profit organization, incorporated in Georgia on January 17, 1983. Although it has no legal connection with the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit or the Federal government, the Society's primary purpose is to keep a record of the history of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals as an institution and of the judges who have constituted the Court. In this connection, the Society considers the judges in the old Fifth Circuit from the States of Alabama, Florida, and Georgia, to be included in its area of interest. This history will be preserved by portraits, oral history, documents, and memorabilia which are of historical significance. Since the formation of the Society comes just a little over a year after the creation of the Circuit, this timing is especially exciting to the Society's organizers because we can begin to write history as current history, not as research history.

In addition, the Society envisions a broader function that will be to foster public appreciation of the role and impact of the Federal Court System in states encompassed by the Eleventh Circuit.

The Society's Board of Trustees will be composed of lawyers and laymen with historical interests from Alabama, Florida, and Georgia.

Funding for the Society will come from membership dues, from foundations, and other gifts. The Society plans to have a permanent office located in the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals building on Forsyth Street in Atlanta with a full time curator. The Society is dependent upon its members for its principal support and general maintenance. Hence, as the work of the Society is made possible by its members, so are its achievements and accomplishments. Members take pride in knowing that through their memberships they are helping to preserve the best of the past in order to inform the present and enrich the future.

The officers and trustees of the Eleventh Circuit Historical Society cordially invite you to join in this rewarding challenge.

Those officers and trustees who are members of the Alabama State Bar include Chief Judge John C. Godbold, honorary chairman; William B. Hairston, Jr., vice president; C. J. Coley; Virginia V. Hamilton; and Champ Lyons, Jr.

Annual Memberships are: Student—$5, Individual—$25; Associate—$50; Contributing—$100; Sustaining—$500; Patron—$1,000. Contributions are tax deductible for income tax purposes.

For membership information contact: Chairman, Membership Committee, The Eleventh Circuit Historical Society, P. O. Box 1515, Atlanta, Georgia 30301.

Restorations Running Rampant

The Alabama Lawyer is interested in finding out about old buildings that have been restored and made into law offices. If you are working in a restored house or building, please send us some background information about your building and a photograph of it. We hope to feature some of these law offices soon.
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### UPCOMING

**1983**

**July 19**
- Circuit and District Judges Annual Meeting, Birmingham

**July 20**
- Board of Commissioners Meeting, Birmingham

**July 21-23**
- Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting, Birmingham

**July 25-27**
- Bar Exam, Montgomery

**July 28-August 4**
- ABA Annual Meeting, Atlanta

**August 15-16**
- ASCPA Summer Conference, Gulf Shores

**August 26-27**
- Alabama Criminal Defense Lawyers Seminar, Mobile

### Got It Covered

#### JULY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>Independence Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>International Law, Birmingham (CICLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUES</td>
<td>Circuit and District Judges Annual Meeting, Birmingham (AJC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURS</td>
<td>Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting, Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Alabama State Bar Annual Meeting, Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>Bar Exam, Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>Collections, Anniston (ABICLE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### AUGUST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>Advanced Estate and Gift Taxation, Dothan (ASCPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURS</td>
<td>Will Drafting After ERTA and TEFRA, Birmingham (ABICLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>Basic Oil and Gas Taxation, Mobile (ASCPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Summer Conference, Gulf Shores (ADAA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>Appellate Practice, Birmingham (BBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURS</td>
<td>Developments and Techniques in State Court Practice, Mobile (ACPLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>Estate Planning Workshop, Mobile (ASCPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Estate Planning Workshop, Mobile (ASCPA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SEPTEMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>Problems of the Closely Held Corporation, Auburn (ACPLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURS</td>
<td>Estate Planning Workshop, Mobile (ASCPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>Criminal Procedure, Huntsville (ABICLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THURS</td>
<td>Criminal Procedure, Birmingham (ABICLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>Criminal Procedure, Mobile (ABICLE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Alabama Criminal Defense Lawyers Seminar, Mobile (ACPLA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>